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WE lose the E1RST

THREETIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HI8TORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1855 and
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.

The resources of the 7691
National Banks now average
58% greater per bank than
seven years ago.
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The resources of the North National
Bank are 89% greater than seven years
ago.
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We invite your account.
For President

HERBERT C. HOOVER

North National Bank

of California
For Vice President

Rockland, Main©

CHARLES CURTIS
of Kansas
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Visit the New Shirt Shop
Where you will find a full line of shirts, pajamas and night shirts, direct from the

machine to wearer.

Cut full and long from reliable goods at very low prices. »We

offer 500

Gray and Khaki Flannel Shirts
(sold

in most every store at $3.50);

17/2 *° 20'“,ra size’ $3.00

$2.75

1 -I to17.

We offer 1200 yards of famous

Mar eno Shirting 35c per yard
Plain or striped; 40 different pat

terns to select from.

J. A. BREWSTER
Washington St., Opp. Opera House

Tel. 120

Established 1893.
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GOV. PAULEN OF KANSAS

STRICKEN FLORIDA

The Red Cross Issues Call
But Skowhegan Had No Knox and Lincoln Youngsters
Goes a-Boating Among Fox Islands and Likes the Sea’s
For $5,000,000 For Relief
Walkover With the Team
To Be Here Saturday—A
Tang—Prophecies a Hoover Victory.
Rousing Welcome.
Work.
From Lime City.
The annual get-to-gether and
....
,, , ,
,,
,
The American Red Cross has
project contest of the 4-H Clubs of
rellef
^ich every Western State with the possi
ble
exception
of
Wisconsin,
Montana
called
on the people of this coun
Knox and Lincoln counties will b<> see,ns to bave more interest for the
held next Saturday in the vestry of metropolitan newspapers of the East and Arizona.
try
to
give $5,000,000 for relief
“Kansas, home of the Republican
the Pratt Memorial M. E. Church. than it does for the farmers of the
vice
presidential
nominee,
will
be
work
in
hurricane stricken Flor
The clubs comprise over 180 liveWest," declared Gov. Ben S. Paulen of overwhelmingly Republican—I should
wire youngsters in the two counties Kansas, who was in this city yester
ida,
Porto
Rico and Virgin Is
say from 225,000 to 250,000 majority.
and 100 of these have signified their
day. motoring homeward by way of The Republicans are solidly behind lands—the largest amount asked
intention of being present at the Washington. I). C.
the ticket, and many Democrats do
s< ssion. The exhibits will be made
Interviewed by a Courier-Gazette not disguise the fact that they have since the great Mississippi flood.
at the vestry and a cordial invitation reporter Gov. Paulen said: “In my own
little use for Gov. Smith.
Telegraphing to local chapters
is extended to the interested public State we are having bumper crops of
“Prohibition? No, prohibition is not
to come up and see the remarkable wheat and corn, and while the prices
of
the organization throughout
an issue in our section. Kansas has
work done by these capable boys and are not quite as high as we would like
been a prohibition State since 1880, the country, Chairman John Bar
girls.
and the question is one that does not
ton Payne declared: “1 am confi
Tile 4-H Clubs are found all over
enter into the campaign there.
the State, operating under direction
"I do not believe that Gov. Smith dent that when the people of your
of the Farm Bureau department of
has made any inroads into the Re
community realize the grave need,
University of Maine with Lester H. j
publican cause on his .Western tour.
Shibles of Rockport as State club
He has been getting a fine reception, the response will be immediate
leader.
Clubs are formed in the
and wliat is more perfectly natural and generous.”
towns and the members trained to
than that be should?"
carry on certain projects as poultry,
The sum of $5,000,000 among
Gov. and Mrs. Paulen were return
garden, corn, potatoes, beans, etc.
ing from Vinalhaven, where they had the largest peace-time appeals
The girls are remarkably proficient
spent a thoroughly enjoyable week
in cooking, housekeeping, canning,
end as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thad ever made, was agreed upon
sewing etc.
Strict accounts are
C. Carver of Pratt, Kansas, who spend when intensive surveys showed
kept of each project and stories have i
the summer seasons at Mr. Carver’s
to be written of the effort.
former home on the island. The fall hurricane relief needs to exceed
There is no question that the 4-H
weather had got back into something the preliminary estimates.
Chib movement (Health, Heart,
like form and the group of Kansans
In Porto Rico, the Red Cross
Head and Hand) is one of the most
had an excellent opportunity for a sail expects to find its greatest rehab
forward looking developments in re
among the nearby islands. They
ilitation task, for 011 this island
cent years. It has gone ahead by
lunched at the Mullen House in North
leaps and bounds under direction of
Haven, where President Grant and latest reports showed 400,000
the U. of M. Extension Service and
other distinguished Americans spent persons were ‘‘absolutely destitute
has assumed a state-wide import
a memorable night many years ago.
and dependent on the Red Cross
ance. The boys and girls compris
Navigation in salt water was an en for food, clothing, shelter and
ing the personnel of these agricul
tirely new sensation for the Governor
tural and home-making clubs arc the
of Kansas, and he enjoyed the tang of medical aid for a considerable
live wires in their communities and
period and for later rehabilita
the briny atmosphere.
the key people of a decade hence. So
The Governor and his attractive tion.”
Rockland is making a special effort
wife were accompanied on the steam
In Florida 15,000 families will
FOOTBALL AT CAMDEN
to show its welcome to these hoys
er’s trip yesterday by Mr. and Mrs.
and girls and the parents and friends
Carver. Among those who met the require Red Cross assistance to
The Camden Herald says:
who will accompany them here.
party at the wharf was Mrs. W. O. readjust themselves after hurri
“We are told by coach Richards, Mayor Carver will address the group Hon. Thad C. Carver Who Was Host Fuller, herself a Kansan, who ex
cane damage to their homes, it
To Kansan Governor At Vinalthat there is a lively bunch of hope at dinner and the boys’ band in those
changed with the visitors recollections was estimated. More than 5,000
haven.
.
fuls for the coming season. We un brave new uniforms will extend the
of their many mutual friends in the
are dependent on the organization
derstand, that it is expected that re rousing welcome of the youth of the
Sunflower State.
lationship will be resumed with the city. The ladies of the Methodist
Gov. Paulen is a man of fine appear for food and the work of bury
the conditions as a whole are very
Rockland High School this season. Church will serve dinner at the prosperous, and the farmers are well ance and congenial address. Kansas ing the dead and enforcing sani
This should prove of great interest noon hour and the public is welcome satisfied.
has twice placed him in the Execu tary measures to prevent out
and spur our boys on to do their to attend the afternoon session to
“I think there is no question at all tive Chair, and if the State does not breaks of disease have taxed the
best on the practice field. Everv which, of course, there is no admis about the election of Hoover and have further honors for him it will be
facilities of the workers.
team must have its strongest rival sion. Prizes will be awarded includ Curtis, and I look for them to carry surprising.
and Camden and Rockland have al ing the silver cup presented by The
Francisco Maria Fernandez,
ways so appeared.”
Courier-Gazette.
secretary of public health for
A
STORM LETTER
A remarkably fine public spirit is
Cuba, cabled Surgeon General
We have received a copy of the found with relation to the coming of
Cumming an offer of the services
Keene (N. H.) Evening Sentinel, the convention. The Chamber of
which carries an extended account of Commerce and service clubs are vol
of his department. Offer of as
Mrs.
Addie
French
Tibbetts
Tells
of
Terrifying
Experience
the dedication of the gymnasium pre untarily financing the dinner and the
sistance was also received from
sen ted to Keene Normal School by merchants along the street are
In the Hurricane At West Palm Beach.
the Italian Red Cross.
Gov. Huntley N. Spaulding. The pic throwing open their establishments
ture shows a very attractive struc to the visitors. Special price attrac
ture. Wallace E. Mason, former tions are being made to interest the
Contributions from the people
“We have been through a terrible hangings, together with shelves and
Thomaston man. is principal of the oldsters, the Roy iScouts under per
of
Knox County are received at
Normal School, and his portrait also sonal direction of Scout Executive hurricane. That is what it is called, everything we could find in the way
hut I do not believe the name is had of lumber to nail to the windows to The Courier-Gazette office, at
appears in the Sentinel.
Thompson will aid and special Sat enough for it."
keep the water out, hut the wind was the request of the county chapter
urday attractions are on at both
Thus writes Mrs. Walter W. Tib so intense that it began to be useless. of Red Cross. These contribu
All that majorities can determine theatres
betts (Adelaide French) in a letter We were obliged to stay in the sewing
is what shall be done next.—Nicholas
from West -palm -Riwhr Fla..-tn her room. Wte expected any minute that tions are acknowledged through
Murray Butler.
' *1
DEAD ON HIS COUCH brother Fred M. French of 34 Granite the window would break, but God this column, turned over to the
saved us. Mr. Tibbetts had not been chapter and immediately for
street.
“Our property was badly damaged,” well, but was obliged to work like warded to 'Washington headquar
William H. Winkworth, Vic continues
Mrs. Tibbetts. “The next that to keep us alive.
tim of Heart Disease, Is day a roofer came and put on a tem “Every place in town is a wreck. ters where in response to the
porary roof, and we are trying to get They say we have come through bet call funds are pouring in from
Found By Police.
dried out. We will not attempt to ter than anyone else. I had prepared every part of the country.
Checks should he made payable
Failing to see the usual signs of settle until we help out the unfortu for tlie storm by getting nails, hooks
and lumber ready. All of my windows
morning activity at the home of Wil nate ones.
to “American Red Cross.”
“They buried more than 300 yester had extra hooks on. and nails over tlie
liam H. Winkworth, who lived alone
Funds received at this office
hooks, and they ripped down as if
at 14 Washington street, a nenighbor day and there are over 1000 dead.
up to this Tuesday morning in
they had been paper windows.
“God has been good to us.
yesteroay looked Into ‘the window
“We are still dazed so do not know clude :
“The windows began to break and
and saw the motionless form on a
couch. As it was very unusual for tlie big tiles came through. Then we how this letter will read. All you can Previously reported ..................$218 00
Mr. Winkworth not to be up at that were deluge?! with water. We kept do is pray that we do not have an A Friend ....................................... 10 00
other one. But it cannot be any worse.
time of day, the neighbor notified going from one room to another try
Etta Smith, Thomaston ......... 5 00
the police, and Marshal Webster ing to save tlie furnishings. Mr. Tib The only danger now would be from Thomaston Friend ...................
2 00
tlie debris of wrecked bouses."
betts
pulled
the
doors
from
their
went promptly to investigate.
Fred Ft. Spear ............................. 10 00
Medical Exajniner Frohock was of
Mr. and Mrs. George A.
the opinion that the man had been
Karnes, Spruce Head .........
2 00
HOOVER
LEADING
dead several hours. It was learned
William F. Brawn ...................
5 00
that be bad not been feeling well and
Gash ...............................................
i oo
that he was receiving treatment for
Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Packard ....
2 00
heart trouble. He evidently had a Nation-wide Poll Made By the Literary Digest Shows Some Anonymous. Thomaston .........
2 00
premonition of his fate for he had
Charles C. Wood. Camden
. 10 00
Interesting
and
Curious
Facts.
recently discussed funeral, arrange
C. M. Kallneh .............................
5 00
ments with his niece Mrs. Fred Gray
Josephine B. Stone, Thomas
of Belfast, who came to Rockland at
ton ...............................................
i oo
once upon learning of Mr. Wink50
Hoover is ahead of Smith in tlie gets only 22 per cent from the Repub Ruth Morse. Thomaston .........
worth’s death.
« Jessie M. Stewart, Th’ston .... 1 00
first scattering returns of the Lit licans.
The deceased had last been em
A State by State tabulation, stated Mr. and Mrs. II. A. Btiffum .... 10 00
ployed at the Lawrence Portland Ce erary Digest's 19,000,OOO-tballqt no as being far from complete, shows, C. W. Sheldon .............................
5 00
ment Company’s lime plant, and tion-wide “straw" poll for President. California voting Hoover 441, Smith, C. 1. Burrows ..................................5 oo
prior to that had worked around the
Of the 32,350 ballots returned 206; Maryland, Hoover, 867, Smith, Directors Rockland National
Rockland kilns. He was 63.
Rank as follows:
Hoover has 21.756 votes and Smith 105; Nebraska, Hoover, 2,340, Smith,
The funeral services will he tield
1.136; New Jersey, Hoover, 15,420, G. W. Bachelder .....................
5 00
has
10,222
votes
making
a
percentage
at the Burpee parlors at 2 o’clock
Smith, 6,586; 'Wisconsin, Hoover, G B. Butler ...............................
5 00
of
67.3
of
the
total
for
the
Republi

this afternoon.
8,888, Smith, 1,815.
W. W. Case .................................
5 00
Mr. Winkworth is survived by no can candidate as against 31.6 for the
"This, is of course, a far greater I.. F. Chase .................................
5 00
relatives nearer than nieces.
5 00
Di mocratic leader. The other 2.1 per preponderance in favor of the Repub E F. Glover .............................
lican candidate than any previous George Green ..........................
5 00
cent of tiie votes are divided among
sectional polls," the Literary Digest V. A. Leach .................................
5 00
the three minor candidates.
states editorially, “or even than all
5 00
An analysis of “how the same voters but tlie most optimistic Republican FI. E. Robinson .........................
5 00
voted in 1924“ shows that Smith re prophets, have dared to claim. For a George L. St. Clair .................
effective
5 00
ceives over 43 per cent of his strength number of reasons, it would be pre W D. Talbot .............................
5 00
in these first returns from those who mature to consider these figures in F. A. Thorndike .........................
White
5 00
voted for Coolidge four years ago, dicative of the final results of the Lit W.
while only 35 per cent of his total poll erary Digest’s poll.
$354 50
comes from Democratic voters in the
“In our 1924 poll, the Republican
At Red Cross Headquarters:
last Presidential election.
candidate began with a lead of more Camden Red Cross .................. .$ 50 oo
FOR SERVICE
The same tabulation shows Hoover than four to one over bis Democratic
CONSULT AGENTS
5 oo
obtaining more than 73 per cent of his rival. The present poll starts with FF P. Blodgett ..........................
115-117
1 00
total votes from Republican voters practically the same proportion of Anonymous ................................
1 00
of 1921 witli a gain of only 11 per cent votes, two to one in favor of the Re Friend ..........................................
MAINE
Mrs. Faith Berry ......................
1 08
from the Democratic ranks.
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
publicans, with which our 1924 poll
Central
A startling local shift in party lines ended, and it remains to he seen Dr. Tweedie .............................. . 20 Hit
Next to the Ford Agency
Railroad
1 00
is indicated in tlie few early returns whether the Democrats can increase Unknown ....................................
ROCKLAND, MAINE
5 00
from Wisconsin comprising some their percentage as substantially as Mary H. Ward well, Camden .
4.500 votes which show that over one- they did in the course of the last poll. Dr. William Ellingwood ........ . 25 08
half of the Democratic vote in that Such an increase would indicate a
Total to date .......................... .$463 50
State is coming from former Repub very close election."
licans. Likewise, in New Jersey, over
Attention is called to the fact that
50 per cent of the Smith vote appears the Southern States are not repre
Tax Rejund <ti Massachusetts
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
to be drawn from voters who voted sented ir. the first figures that are
the Coolidge ticket in 1924 whereas published in the Literary Digest.
If I had to live my life again I would have
Hoover captures less than 10 per cent It is also pointed oul that New made a rule to read some p»»etry and listen
to
some music at least once a week. The
of former Democratic adherents.
York State, admittedly the most im loss of these tastes is a loss of happiness.—
The switch of votes is somewhat portant battleground of tlie present Charles Darwin.
First Mortgage 5% Gold Bonds, Series of 1947
reversed in Maryland, on the face of election," lias not been heard from at
“MOTHER. HOME. HEAVEN"
the early returns, as Hoover receives this time.
Due October 1, 1947
Three words fall sweetly on my soul.
over 32 per cent of his votes from
As
music from an angel’s lyre.
former Democratic voters while Smith
No matter how careful you are. you
That bid my spirit spurn control.
And
upward to Its source aspire:
will sometimes find weevils or worms
Earnings over 2’/2 times interest charges
The sweetest sounds to mortals given
in packages of cereal, in the flour bin.
Are heard in Mother, Home, and Heaven.
or on dried fruits or nuts. These pests
Mother! -ne’er shall I forget
RANGE AND FURNACE come from minute eggs, deposited Dear
Thy brow, thine eye. thy pleasant smile;
Price 95’/2 :o yield 3.37%
probably before the package was
Though In the sea of death hath set
sealed or before the food entered your
Thy star of life, my guide awhile.
Oh, never shall thy form depart
kitchen. Destroy all badly infested
From the bright pictures In my heart.
food and any paper containers. Wash
Agent for the well known LYNN
and scald tlie flour bin and other per
And like a bird that from the flowers.
Wing-weary seeks her wonted nest.
manent containers before using them
RANGE BURNER and “SWORD”
LMy spirit, e'en In manhood's hours.
again.
Never
leave
cereals
when
Turns back in childhood’s Home to rest;
FURNACE BURNER.
going away from home for any length
The cottage, garden, hill, and stream.
546 Masonic Temple, Portland
Still linger like a pleasant dream.
of time. One weevilly package will
Details on Request
contaminate
everything
else
the
in

Telephone Forest 9230
And while to one engulfing grave
sects can reach.
By Time's swift tide we re driven.
A. S. SIMMONS

The Rockland High School team
made its bow on the gridiron nt Fairfield Park, Skowhegan. Saturday and
was defeated .7 to 0. The Kennebec
Journal bad this to say about, the
game:
* ♦ » ♦
Both presented inexperienced teams.
Skowhegan, however, showed better
team play, both on the offense and.
defense. Skowhegan scored in* the
first half and had the ball on the two
yard line in the second half only to be
penalized
for
offsfde.
.Wiggin
starred for Rockland while Captain.
Halle led his boys to victory. The
summary:
Skowhegan................................. Rockland
Bishop, le ........................... re, Minonen
Appleby. It ............................... rt, Emery
Beauford. Ig ....................... rg. Wiggin
Datkinson, c ........................... c, Dondis
Seamans, rg ................... Ig, Sylvester
Roderick, rt ............................... It, Halt
Bernier, re.............................. le, Fifleld
Randall, Provencal, qb...... qb. M. Hall
Halle, Ihb ............................... rhb. Bisby
R. Atkinson, rhb......... Ihb, K. Wiggin
Roullard, fb ....................... fb, Accardi
Touchdown. Halle. Point by goal
after touchdown. Bernier. Referee,
Bernhardt. Umpire. Hansome. Lines
man, Roberts. Time. 4-10’s.
* * * *
The Rockland High School team is
in training for its second game, which
will be with Brewer High in Brewer
next Saturday. With better knowl
edge of its weak points and its strong
points Coach Heal is shaping the
practice accordingly.

GRAPHIC

(short lengths) (34 inches wide)

Goods that are suitable for the whole family.
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|THE 4-H clubs coming

Volume 83.................. Number 1 1 5.

THREE CENTS A COPY

MAINE

jy/iere the Red Felt Coat Came From !
114-116

SHOWS

Getting On
If we are to succeed in life, if we are to accomplish

anything wtorth while, we must sit down and think
out a plan; and if, eventually, we do succeed, it will
be because we have planned intelligently, and stuck
to our plan.

And no plan in life—business life or professional
life—can be based upon anything else than the habit
of saving, of spending wisely, of thrift.

A train wouldn’t get far if

it

didn’ stick to

its rails.

FALL SCHEDULES
SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 30

Wisconsin Hydro-Electric Co.

Security Trust Company
Rockland

Union

Camden

Rockport

Vinalhaven
Warren

OIL BURNERS

ARTHUR PERRY & CO.

NEW YORK

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

WARREN, ME.

109»T-Thll6

WHEN IN NEW YORK-—Remember that I
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
with the home news, at Hotaling’s News
Ageucy, Broadway aud <3

§L

How sweet the thought that every wave
But bears us nearer Heaven
There we shall meet, when life Is o’er,
In that blest Home, to part no more.

—William Goldsmith Browt^

Every-Otber-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 25, 1928
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TALBOT

The Courier-Gazette

HANDS SOMETHING

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland, Me., Sept. 25, 1928.
Tersonally appeared Frank S. Lvddle, who
on oath declares that he la Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of Sept. 22. 1928. there was
printed a total of 6234 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Rut whoso hath this world’s good,
and seeth his brother have need,
and shuttoth up his compassion front
him, how dwelleth the love of God
in h*im?—1 John 3-1
THE RELIEF FUND

The story of the hurricane’s pas

sage through Florida, added to its

hfcvoc in Porto Rico, increases in

sadness as the details of loss of life
and property are multiplied.

The

promptness with which the Ameri

can Red Cross marshalled its great
resources of relief makes the one

blight spot in the darn picture—
that,

and

the

response

from

the

Here is an interesting scene which

Paid To Dcnald Creighton and Arthur

hearts of the people whose contribu took place in the law offices of Frank Webber (at the right) and Was Paid
tions of money are immediately A. Tirrell and Walter H. Butler re by William D. Talbot, Vice President

cently—the presentation of a “hit and cf the Maine A.A. At the Left Stands

pouring in from every section of the run motorist reward'* on behalf of the William W. Case. Local Representa
ccur.try. Our own neighborhood as Maine Automobile Association, State tive of the A.A.A. And At His Right Is
of Maine Division of the American

Frank A. Tirrell, Jr.

To Whom the

usual is responding to the call, as Automobile Association. The Reward Ceremony and the Check Is Apparent
appears by the contributions report Is a Check in the Sum of $1 CO and Was ly Interesting.
ed in another column.

We look tn

ROCKLAND VETERAN

see this fund steadily gro. for when

INJURED

any good cause presents itself to the

generous

people

of

Knox

County

they are never appealed to in vain
Maine sportsmen have heard a
great deal about the “Pennsylvania
Plan” for conservation of game, and
there is a marked tendency to adopt
a similar system here. The plan wa;
successful beyond all expectations ir
Pennsylvania, so much so that th<
board of game commissioners ha>
found it necessary to declare an open
season for the shooting of female
deer. That such a condition couk’
develop in an Eastern—or for tha*
matter, any—State in modern times
Is a thing which is hard to compre
hend by sportsmen of almost any
section of the country excepting the
Keystone Commonwealth. Further
cause for amazement is found in the
official announcement that the older
does are so plentiful that they have
depleted the natural food supply to
such an extent that thousands of
young deer are literally starving tc
death and that game wardens in sev
eral counties report seeing many
fai>ished animals and frequently the
carcasses of deer which have died of
hunger. According to game authori
ties. the adult deer have denude!
trees and bushes, upon which the
animals feed, to a height which
places the food above the reach of
fawnsfc whose numbers have in
creased too rapidly because of the
vast number of parent stock.

Jncle Fernando Philbrick Spends National Encampment
Week In a Denver Emergency Hospital.
Denver. Sept. 20.
ditor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I told you I would give you some
jottings by the wayside.” but my
plans got knocked askew so this will
a jumble. We started from Bos
ton Friday, Sept. 14 at 12 35. Six
teen cars (special) gathered up the
delegates of the six New England
States as we passed along. We were
scheduled to arrive in Denver Sun
day at 3.45 p. m., but owing to a bad
freight wreck on our line ahead. Sat
urday night, somewhere in Iowa, we
ere delayed six hours, arriving in
Denver Sunday at 10 p. m.
I registered at Hotel Dover, went
to bed all right and was up early
and out on the street at 8 Monday
morning. In about 50 minutes T was
in Denver General Hosp!fal. It hap
pened like this: In crossing the street
to get breakfast a negro “h-it and
run,” devil, in an auto, ran me down.
The streets are very wide here but
there was very little traffic there at
the time. Scores of people witnessed
it. and I was quickly picked up. For
tunately for me Henry Towle, the
very man who 'personally conducted

our Maine car. saw it and took me
In charge. I wate soon In an ambu
lance and landed in the emergency
hospital ward. First aid was given
me. There was a small cut over the
right eyebrow and a serious blow on
my right breast. I was x-rayed, but
they don't tell their patients the re
sult. But I know I was internally
injured. Probably a rib fractured, as
it hurts mightily to cough or sneeze.
But I am gaining and will probably
be discharged today as they are
crowded. There are 48 patients in
this ward. They have done n »tl:ing
to me. since I was strapped up m
the emergency room: probably can
not They stripped me of everything
but my skin and hair, put hospital
clothes on me and put me in a good
bed. They feed me well three times
a day, but so far as the National
Encampment is concerned, my visit
to* Denver is a failure. I w, i*c this
to you hoping you may publish some
part of it. that my many friends may
know why I don't write them. This
much has been a task but I hope to
give you something interesting later.
F. S. Philbrick

A Genuine Walnut Dining Suite that is Different. AUfetime Suite
Last week at the Boston Furniture Exposition, a factory made the Atherton buyers a proposition.

If the com

bined fourteen stores would take a tremendous number of this dining suite the price would be cut so the com
Terms Can Be
Arranged to Buy
This Suite
A Deposit of $10
and the Balance
Weekly

plete suite could be sold for $139.00. The deal was made and now our share of the suites have arrived. It is a

remarkable bargain for any home that needs a new dini ng room outfit. Ordinarily this suite would sell for $200
or ir.o e.

This illustration shows you the style but cannot give you an idea of its real beauty. The table extends

to six feet, the buffet is very roomy with linen and silver drawers. The china closet has plenty of room for a complete dinner service and the chairs (five side and the arm) are very comfortable.

Don’t miss the offer.

□

Mail Orders

"I

FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND

-----

Just pin a ten dollar bill to your letter and say “Send

MJVlNE

me the Special Market Dining Suite”

FAVOR MORE SCHOOL j “GEORGIA CYCLONE”

Women’s Clubs Would Have , To Speak In Rockland Friday
the Year Lengthened To
Night—A Very Wonderful

Headache
" <7 ./

Extends Welcome and Sup
port To Coming 4-H Clubs

Woman.

36 Weeks.

STRAND THEATRE
Mrs. Mary Harris Armor of Georgia,
The Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs, in session at Belgrade Lakes, who is to be the principal speaker at
Hal Henry’s banjo phiends, who ap- 1
A month and a half in advance of passed several important resolutions the Maine W.C.T.U. State convention
the Presidential election Herbert in the Friday morning session. These in Augusta this week, and who is also peared at the Strand Theatre yester- ■
Hoover is said to be well satisfied ii eluded a resolution dealing with scheduled to deliver an address in the day delighted the audience with their
First Baptist Church in this city Fri singing, dancing and musical act. '
with the political outlook. Friction
home economics as related to the day night is one of the ablest woman This Paramount de luxe production is ;
in the Republican organization has
conservation of health, time, energy, orators in the Southland. Owing to without a doubt one of the best :hat '
been very largely ironed out. and thf
budget. materials and
aesthetic Mrs. Armor’s political strength com has appeared in Rockland in several
bined with her world famous oratori
reports from nearly every State add
lues in the home, and the consider cal ability, her coming tt| Maine will years. It features Waiter McDonald,
who alone directs this clever company
to the complacency with which he ation of these with special emphasis
be a timely inspiration to the civic and of musicians and is America’s y >ungviews the situation.
Mr. Hoov
the coming year, by the Maine clubs. political interests of the State. She
est musical d’rector. The feature
makes his next speech in Elizabeth This was presented by Mrs. M. O. was a delegate to the Democratic Na picture is "Broadway Daddies” with
Brown
of
Dover-Foxcroft,
chairman
tional Convention at Houston where Jacqueline Logan.
ton, Tenn., Oct. 6, ar.d the politica
the division of home economics she assisted in drawing up the tem
Charles Farrell is promised in a
World is waiting with vast interest and was passed without opposition.
perance plank for the national party totally different type of characteri
to see what kind of a reception the
Another resolution was passed rel platform.
zation in the title role of "Faz”..” the
dissatisfied South is going to give ative to flood control providing for
If any one person made the South new Fox film which will be p: • sented
the nominep. If it is marked by any the coordination of government dry it is Mrs. Mary Harris Armor, at the Strand Wednesday. Thursday
Farrell, co-featured
thing like the cordiality with which agencies, to provide all practical util whose whirlwind oratory as she swept and Friday.
ization of the resources of the coun
New Jersey greeted him the Repub try, to standardize flow of streams opposition before her conferred upon with Greta Nissen portrays a man
her the soubriquet of ‘ The Georgia f great self-will, but it is quite dis
lican managers will be eminently and to prevent flood devastation Cyclone.’ She went into W.C.T.U. in tinct from the cocksure confidence of
passed with opposition.
satisfied.
the exciting days when Georgia was Chico in “Seventh Heaven” or the
Prohibition enforcement was sup shaking off the grip of the liquor busi dreamy aspirations of Gino in "Street
Gov. Smith’s speeches thus far on ported in another resolution which ness and was called the “Southern Angel.” Far: II typifies t sheik of
reaffirmed the position taken repeat Joan of Arc.” because she led the the desert, a leader of his people
his Western tour have shown him
edly by the Maine Federation on this women forces to the State Capitol and whose family has belong* <1 for centur
fh a decidedly pugnacious vein, ar.d important issue In recent years. It encamped there until the State went
ies, and who is constantly but not an
not overly given to the dignified ut opposes the weakening of National dry. Since then she has spoken be noyingly aware of the fact and he woos
fore
audiences
and
legislative
com

tcrance that might be expected from or State enforcement laws and fa
a French girl in a headlong courtship.
mittees in almost every state, and in Greta Nissen portrays the pleasurea Presidential candidate. He find vors adequate appropriation.
many
foreign
lands.
Her
manner
of
The only resolution to invoke a
seeking Parisian girl who enters all
his match, however, in Senator
considerable debate was one favor speaking holds thousands spell-bound unwittingly into a situation fraught
Moses of New Hampshire, who re ing the allowing, the entry familie: and despite her rapidity of speech her with dynamite. That situation brings
fers to the Democratic nominee
of immigrants where the father was words are clear-cut and thoroughly out, with its picture of a Mohamme
-Mr. Faclng-Both-Ways,” and point admitted prior to 1924. Mrs. Royal B. audible. She was a pillar of strength dan seraglio, the curious paradox in
lor the dry side when she appeared
to the fact that the first persona Record of Auburn, chairman of the before the Judiciary committee of the the viewpoint of Eastern men. who
rigorously demand the single stand
committee on resolutions mflved its
pronoun appears 44 times in th adoption. Mrs. Gail McLaughlin of national legislature at Washington, ard of their women yet feel fully
partial text of his Denver speech a Portland strongly opposed it as a speaking in. l'avor of the Webb Bill to sanctioned in keeping a harem them
printed in the Xew England newspa sob-sister measure. Mrs. F. L. Flagg prevent the interstate shipment of selves.—adv.
of Portland and Mrs. C. B. Porter of liquor into dry territory.
pers.
After leading the dry forces in her
Old Town. Mrs. Smith of Houlton
PARK THEATRE
native State, she helped make West
and
others
opposed
it,
while
Mrs.
While the general opinion inclines
George M. Chase of Lewiston and Virginia roll up a 92.000 majority eight
Today will be your last opportunity
somewhat to the belief that Gov- M rs. J. II. Huddleston supported the years before the 18th Amendment was
to see “We Americans,” featuring
Smith will carry his own State
resolution. The resolution was voted adopted. She has spoken before bril George Sidney.
liant audiences abroad on the three
the coming Presidential election, the down by a large majority.
“So This Is Love,” which will be
occasions of her leadership of Ameri
The
resolution
supporting
the
Red
shown at the Park Theatre Wednes
Republicans are much encourage
Cross in its appropriation of funds can delegations to World’s W.C.T.U day unfolds a story of a romance horn
by the report of 22 Republican men
for the aid of Porto Kican suffer conferences. She was appointed by in the artists section of lower New j
hers of the New York State Publish ers from the recent tornado, was the State Department to represent the
United States at the World's Anti- York, where a frail youth finds an •
ers’ Association that a decided tren passed.
ideal for his fashion creations in a I
Alcohol Conference at Milan, Italy.
A
resolution
was
passed
reaffirm

to Hoover Is being shown in the
Mrs. Armor has just returned from mere slip of a girl living across the •
ing the support this organization
way. His interest ripens into a love
northern and western sections of tiie
has formerly given tor the regulation the W.C.T.U. World’s Congress in which she reciprocates, after she has !
State. Al Smith may find that it
and taxation of billboards along the Lausanne. Switzerland, where she had been the sweetheart of a bullying. •
a prominent part among the speakers
one thing to be elected governor of main highway.
brow-heating prize-fighter. The cli- !
Endorsement was given a resolu from America.
New York and another to be chosen
max comes in a stirring bout betweiA,
Immediately upon her arrival home
tion
favoring
international
relations
tlie fighter and the dressmaker who ,
for the much bigger job represented
and pacts r^ently signed in Paris, she was called upon to address a great enters the ring as an eleventh hour
by the Presidency.
approval of which remains to be mass meeting in Georgia, where 2.500 substitute. The production is clean
people cheered to the echo her
given by the United States.
comedy which will be < nj. ycd by the
First reports of a disaster are
One of the most interesting reso statement that the Democratic women whole family.
frequently exaggerated. The Florida lutions adopted related to lengthen of the Southland would unite to vote
The program for Thursday will be
for a dry President of the United
vaudeville and pictures.—adv.
horror proves to be quite the reverse, ing the legal school year in Maine. States.
This resolution aims to bring about
however, for the death list mounts
perhaps over a term of years if
They are asking us to believe much
steadily, and the real extent of the necessary a 3fi week school year in
hurricane's toll ntay never lie known. all communities.
The fact that in these days of hectic political cam- j,
The letter front a former Rockland Maine has many towns where there paigning. We are asked, for instance
The Accumulative
woman, published in another column is only a 30-week period tends to to accept the statement tiiat Virginia
lower the efficiency of the rural
and
Texas
may
go
for
Hoover
and
brings home a little more vividly th- schools so handicapped, in the opin
Effect of Good
Curtis. Why, man, it is too good to
terrors which the citizens of the ion of the 'Federation women.
be true!
■
stricken zone must have suffered.
When the Volstead law was passed
there were prophets who foresaw
the doom of the vineyard in Califorr.ia. The Department of Agriculture
tells us that the California crop this
year will be nearly 140,000 tons
larger than 1927.

FORTY CLUB SAYS ’YES'

MOViEJ

Relieved without
“dosing.” Rub on

vssss

Over ZFMiilion Jars Used Yearly

Advertising

Employes of the Edison Storage
Battery Company, eligible to vote ir
November, have been polled on a
straw ballot, which reveals that 71.2
percent of the 900 votes were for
Hoover. The industrial world knows
the Republican candidate’s worth.

Cannot
Be Overestimated

•»’.
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i
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Permanent Waving

Convention.

"ON MY SET"
The static was so bad Sunday
night that I promptly shut off
the current. Last night the radio
was in midseason form, and with
out any special attempt to ac
cumulate stations I noticed that
my log showed 17. A stranger
among them, although cne that I
have had frequently in the past,
was W'WVA, Wheeling, West
Virginia.
Its near neighbor,
WRVA of Richmond, Va., was
also very much in evidence. Chi
cago was represented by KYW,
WLS, WJBT, and WGN. Other
stations on my list included
WLAC, WLW. WJR, WEAN,
WBZ. WJZ, WGY, WAAT, WPG,
WEEI, WNAC, and finally an
experimental station, 3XN.

•••••••♦-

Two notable political speeches
were coming in nicely. The first
was by Senator Bcrah who cor
rected some misstatements which
have been made in regard to
Hoover’s attitude toward the far
mer during the wartime food ad
ministration. The second was by
Gcv. Smith, who was telling a
Montana audience about the old
oil scandals.

■
The Dictionary Says

TRAMP JOLLA WINS

“FINEST”
means "of exquisite qual
ity, choice, superior"
That describes

Baxters
finest
PEAS
Fresh from Maine Gardens
“To a T”

4528

Baxters
FINEST

The Forty Club swung solidly into
line behind the 4-H Clubs get-to
gether movement yesterday, voting to
assume a third of the financial re
sponsibility of the dinner for the boys
and girls and extending uhe best
wishes of the club for a successful
convention. The 4-H Clubs meet
next Saturday in the Methodist ves
try. presenting their annual exhibits
and receiving prizes The project
made a very special appeal to the
Forty Club including as it does all
the live-wire boys and girls of the
rural districts of Knox and Lincoln
Counties. There will be over 100
youngsters at the session with as
many more parents and friends.
John C. Black was voted into
membership at yesterday's session
and Wilbur Senter was officially wel
comed home from his honeymoon.
Plans were completed for a second
Rotary-Forty Club golf tourney to
be played Thursday on the Country
Club course. “Jack" McGee, famous
track coach and Olympic trainer will
be the speaker for next Monday.
Plans are in the making to have Don
ald B. MacMillan, one of the Club's
two honorary members, present at a
future meeting to receive the club
cane. Several new Forty Clubs over
the State are in prospect of immedi- i
ate formation.
Active-retired member Walter H.!
Butler presented some very interest
ing statistics on club happenings with !
especial emphasis on Raymond C.
Bird and the misfortunes of L. N.
Lawrence.
Secretary Donal i C.
Leach qualified all unconsciously as
Club Humorist. Joseph Emery was
the only guest.

Are you
snjoying this
delicious
vegetable at
your table?
Your dealer
has
BAXTER’S
FINEST
PEAS
6 sizes
Jce Label !

Rockland Horse Cleans Up
Two Big Split Heat Races.
Hail Tramp Jolla!
The big gelding owned by Fred M.
Blackington of Rockland has been
adding to his fame in the fall races.
At Windsor he was started in the
2.30 class, and six heats being neces
sary the race went Into another day.
Tramp Jolla lugged off the purse,
with Brother O trailing him under the
wire. The best time was 2.19*4.
From Windsor the flyers went
across to Montville where the 30
class found 16 starters. These were
sent away in two fields of eight, and
among the horses which qualified
were Tramp Jolla and Brother Q. And
again it was a battle between these
rivals. Each won two heats, and
agaih the race went over to the next
day. when Tramp Jolla romped in
ahead for first money. Whiter Rey
nolds of Winslow and Charles Horton
i I' Waterville were the drivers. Mr.
Blackington has an expert trainer for
Tramp Jolla in the person of Fred-O.
Perkins of Augusta.
Tramp Jolla will also start at
j I'nion. Damariscotta, Topsham and at
the October race meet which is to be
held at the Rockland track.

You should always look a gift
horse in the mouth; it may be worth
accepting.—Gerald Gould.

Peter Pan
Beauty Shoppe
Very latest method in permanent will be shown at
this shoppe beginning

Wednesday, September 26
BY XEW YORK HAIRDRESSERS
who demonstrated it at the recent convention at Hotel
Statler, Boston. Guaranteed to he easily cared for in
perfect Marcel effect.

Special Price
for Opening Week $10
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW

...Phone 996...

Truck Covers
WEATHER-PROOF
.... DUCK ....
Made to Fit Your Truck and Give Your

Goods Protection

PROMPT SERVICE
PRICE RIGHT
«

- 'JM

Ask Us

Rockland Awning Co., Inc.
16 Willow St.

.

Rockland

Phbne 1072-M or 862-R
See JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Manager

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 25, 1928,
Three months from today we will
all be celebrating the arrival of Santa
Claus.

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Latch String Is Out

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept. 25-27—North Knox Fair at Union.

Sept. 28*—Mrs. Mary Harris Amour of
Georgia will speak at First Baptist Church
under auspices of W. C. T. U.
Oct. 2-4—Lincoln County Fair in Damaris
cotta.
Oct. 3—Tranquility (irange fair In Lincoln
ville.
Oct. 4—Evening school opens at Rockland
Commercial College.
Oct. 4 (8 p. mJ —Annual meeting of Past
Matrons and Patrons Association at Masonic
hall. Union.
O»t. 5- Educational Club picnic will be with
Mis. Austin Smith, 46 Grace street.
Oct. ft-11—Topsham fair.
Oct. 5—County Teachers’ meet In Rock
land.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 16—Camden special town meeting.
Oct. 24-26—States teachers* convention In
Bangor.
Nov. 6—Presidential election.

Harry Flint is moving into hl9 at
tractive new home on Broadway
which was built by Ervin L. Curtis.

Henry Marsh and Ralph Fowler
who are attending Higgins Classical
Institute spent the weekend at their
respective homes.

This morning's radio weather pre
diction: Increasing cloudiness with
F. A. Kimball and Lester Sherer of showers today or tonight. Wednes
The Highlands spent Sunday In deep day mostly cloudy.
sea fishing. A good time but a small
Miss Hazel Hillay, who/was a stu
tatch was the result.

dent at the Rockland Commercial
Edward Williams is diffusing a
College last year, is assisting at the
, cheery smile over the interior of
Medomak National Bank, Waldoboro.
Johnston's drug store, following a
pleasant vacation of a fortnight.
At a meeting of the Alumni of
. The entering class at Farmington Knox County General (Hospital it
Normal School includes two Knox was voted that graduate nutses who
County students. Irene *Lunden of are doing 24 nour duty are to have
Rockland and Esther Bryant of Rock four hours off. This was approved
by the superintendent and the di
port.
rectors of the hospital.
w The Woman’s Missionary Society
Kindness to dumb animals, animal
c.f the Littlefield Memorial Church
.will meet Thursday at 2 o'clock with pets and local wild animals, will be
Mrs. G. W. Stuart. All women over the three-fold* topic for Consideration
30 are invited to join.
at Penobscot View Grange Thursday
might and Patrons will be heard from
Mrs. J. XI. Raldrlge of Boston and regarding the coming fair to be held
Warrenton is the owner of a new by the Grangezin October.
Rolls- Royee enclosed drive limou
sine, said to he the highest priced
L. E. McRae and Kenneth Blaekmotor car owned in this State.
ington were fined $10 and costs, each,
in Municipal Court -yesterday for
Found guilty in Municipal Court shooting wild ducks within the pre
Saturday of operating a motor vehicle cincts of the Knox County Game Pre
while under the Influence of intoxi serve. The arrest was made by War
cating liquor. Anson W. Fitch of War den, Smallwood. Appeal was taken.
ren paid a fine of $100 and costs. It
was a first offense and there were
The students of the High Schoo!
mitigating circumstances.
will be bn the street tomorrow with
A reception will be tendered to Rev. season tickets embracing the full
Generous
and Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald to local football schedule.
morrow evening at the First Baptist patronage of the youngsters is urged
parlors from 8 to 10 o'clock, and the because the athletic association is
public is Invited. Opportunity Class handicapped by a deficit of over $300.
is in charge of the affair, Mrs. Robert
Some of the largest and most beau
Magune being general chairman.
tiful asters to be seen this season
Five boys who had been rounded up are found at the home of Mrs. Albert
for employing schoolhouse tactics at Winslow, 3 North Main street. They
Strand Theatre were given a good are of all colqr, and varieties. Mrs.
talking to by City Marshal Webster, Winslow has many other flowers,
and know what the future holds for dahlias, zinnias, etc., and her flower
them if there is another barage of beds are much admired.
“spitballs” from the balcony.
Herbert Coombs Is in police cus
John A. Post respmed bis duties as tody for alleged assault and battery
bank officer for the Security Trust on Orlando Mprang. The assault is
Company yesterday, after a fort said to have been committed Aug. 3.
night’s vacation in which he motored but action was not taken sooner for
through the White Mountains. Pa the reason th^t the police have not
trolman Ingraham exercised a friend seen hide or hair of the alleged of
ly eye on the Security's welfare In his fender. He Was sentenced to ten
absence.
days in Jail in Municipal Court yes
terday.
v.
King Solomon's Temple Chapter
worked the Past and Most Excellent
Federal enforcement men who
degrees upon John A. Black Thursday have been doing under cover work
night. Oct. 5 will be past high priests' in this city for several weeks arrest
night, when all the chairs will be oc ed Alden Merrifield and Harrison
cupied by members who have passed MacAlman for violation of the pro
through them, and there will be work hibitory law. Both were released on
on the Royal Arch degree. Benjamin bail. The belief obtains that the op
S. Whitehouse will be acting high erations are npt limited to these two
priest. The Eastern Star will serve cases.
a banquet at 6.30.
The annual meeting of the First
Lloyd Lawrence undertook to Baplist Church takes place Wednes
shoot an ailing pup Sunday night day evening of next week and bus!
and as a result Is in Knox Hospital ness matters of importance, prelimi
where he will he "at home" for a week nary thereto, will be acted upon at
by which time the purp will prob the prayer meeting tonight, particu
ably be fully recovered. It is fortu larly as (d thefelectlon of deacons and
nate for Mr. Lawrence that the re deaconesses' at ihe annual meeting.
volver chosen for the purpose was of The receptionxto Pastor MacDonald
light calibre else the results might and family is from 8 to 10 tomorrow
well have been fatal. As it is, the evening in the vestry.
accidental discharge of the weapon
sent a bullet into his right side, nar
'It looks like another good vaude
rowly missing the abdominal Wall ville shoW Thursday," remarks Man
and burying itself deep In the thigh. ager Bensoh of Park Theatre. He
Dr. Fogg operated at once and re announces these acts: Maud Scott
covered the bullet. The victim is Revue, three women, one man. sing
resting comfortably this morning.
ing and dancing; Jim-Flo Bogart,
comedy singing an<J talking: Two
I’nion Fair opened this morning Dorothys, a song presentation: Purnnd the cargo of good weather which cello and FahiR'll‘Don't You Kick Me."
the management ordered seems to comedy singing, talking and music;
have been delivered promptly. A Jerome and Jewell, horizontal bar
Courier-Gazette reporter who visited act.
the fair grounds Sunday found a chart
almost necessary because of the radi
Mrs. George ;W. Foster of Cedar
cal changes which have been made street has In her yard a jack-in-thc-this year. Last fall there was uni pulpit which has come to fruitage.
versal complaint because the midway
The berries are bunched together on
paraphernalia hid the races from the
one stem andCgre bright scarlet. It
view of those who had paid their good
is very pretty and quite a spriosity
money to sit in the grand stand. The
management recognized the Justice to one who has never seen one with
of this complaint, and go this year the the berries. As one seldom has a
midway flourishes on the outside of chance to see the "Jack" in the woods
the race track, nnd you encounter the after the berries have formed, it
ticket office the moment you cross the would be fine to just step across the
little bridge. In the stables are many way and inspect it. Mrs. Foster has
horses which will disport on Wednes had the plant many years but this
day and Thursday in two sets of Is the first time It has ever had any
races which promise dire results for berries on It. Some of her neigh
the track record. The midway is built bors have these plants in their yards
around the attractions of the Pine but have never seen berries on them.
Tree Amusement Co. and includes
Final preparations for the annual
pome attractions not before offered
to the patrons of this fair. You can’t State Sunda^ School Convention
which will be held In Waterville. Oct.
afford to skip Union Fair this year.
9, 10 and 11 ace rapidly nearing com
Senter Crane Company are closing pletion. The-^program of unusual
ut Axminster Rugs at cost.
The strength has been planned by the gen
zes are 6x9, 8.3x10.6 and 9x12.—ad>v. eral secretary of the Maine Council of
Religious Education. Rev. Edward H.
114-115
Brewster. Some of the country's out
The Rexall Store offers its patrons standing leaders in religious educa
the exclusive service of a toilet goods tion will take part in the general ses
specialist during the week of Sept. sions and conferences. Dr. J. M. Art24.
This exceptional opportunity man of Chicago will give the ke.v-notc
permits you to have the advice or address. Dr. Artman Is one of the ten
demonstrations in the care of the most prominera religious educators in
complexion. There is absolutely no America. Dr. Ttobert XI. Hopkins of
charge for this service. Sheldon’s New York City will give the address
the first evening of the convention,
Drug Store at the Brook.
114-115
speaking upon The Apostolic Pas
sion in the Xl^lern World.

REPAIRING
ETTA BLACKINTON will do re
pairing, relining, ladies’ and men’s
clothing. Sewing of all kinds so
licited at 49 FULTON ST., Southend. Tel. 960-J.
109,Til5

'1 - • \iiibits will be held

Of vital interest to motorists every | be specially pled unless the case falls
where is the Lajy Court decision today within the provisions of Sec. 48, Chap.
received by Clerk of Courts Griffin in 87 R.S. 1916. With that exception it
the case of Alar^ M. Cole vs Alexander is a proper defense under the general
Wilson., The jury had returned a Ver issue.
dict for Mrs. Cole in the sum of
Sidewalks are for the exclusive use
$4049 and Law Court overrules the of pedestrians, but the remaining por
motion of Mr.. Wilson’s counsel for a tion of the highway is not for the exnew trial.
» elusive use of vehicles. In the absence
Iuci<|cntally t,h<?. decis^m makes it of statutory or municipal regulations
plain that while sidewalks are for to tlie contrary, the pedestrian has
the exclusive use of pedestrians the equal rights on the street with the
remaining portion’ of tlie highway is operator of an automobile.
Pedestrian proceeding longitudinal
not for the exclusive use of vehicles.
The accident occurred Jul^2, 1927, ly on the right hand side of the high
while Mrs. Cole was walking on the way, in a dark foggy night and in a
New County road. It was a very section where automobile traffic is
foggy night, and Mr. Wilson failed to considerable, should exercise vigilant
see the woman and she was violently I watchfulness.
thrown to the ground. Both legs were
Pedestrian walking on the gravelled
broken, her left ankle was dislocated, i shoulder of the road, keeping watch of
a finger was broken and she was the approaching and overtaking cars
bruised about the head, face and and stepping back on the grass to the
body. Suit was brought in the sum edge of the deep ditch as such cars
drew near, cannot be said, as a matter
of, $20,000.
The case was tried last April before of law, to be guilty of contributory
a drawn jury with William P. Bar negligence, even though there was a
sidewalk, which was passable though
rett of Hope as foreman.
The rescript, drawn by Associate uncomfortable, upon which she might
. have walked, and though the night
Justice Pattangall follows:
* • ♦ •
was dark and foggy and automobiles
Driver of automobile, encountering passing frequently in both directions.
The question of due care on her
a heavy fog, may proceed on his way,
at a reasonable speed apd in the ex part was of fact and for the jury.
A verdict of $4049, not excessive in
ercise of due ,care. He is not obliged
to stop and wait for the fog to lift in case of a woman. 50 years of age. who
order to escape the charge of negli sustained a fracture of both the right
tibia and fibula, about three inches
gence.
Driver trf automobile blinded by the below the knee; a fracture of the left
light fforh dbother vehicle so that he fibula; torn ligaments at the ankle; a
is unable to distinguish objects in fractured finger and facial bruises
front, must bring his car to a stop, , and contusions.
Charles T. Smalley for plaintiff;
otherwise he is guilty of negligence.
Contributory negligence need not , A. L. Bird for defendant.

The regular meeting of Edwin
Libby Relief Corps will be held Thurs
day evening. All the officers and as
many of the members as possible are
requested to be present to make ar
rangements for the visit of the in
specting officer Oct. 4. '

SPECIAL TIRE PRICES

The “lost ad’’ column of The Cou
rier-Gazette is always an interesting
department. Odd items occasionally
appear in it—none odder than the call
today for the return of a box of
daguerreotypes, loaned by its owner
some years ago. and forgotten. Only
to the family itself can family
daguerreotypes, that quaint old form
of photography, have value. It is to
be hoped that the many successes
achieved by the paper’s lost ad.
column may in this case be repeated.
Entertainment of a high order ob
tained at Strand Theatre last night
in Hal Henry’s banjo troupe, 12 art
ist* of decided merit. The repertoire
consisted mainly of popular numbers
with vocal selections interspersed
with instrumental solos and -duets.
The electrical effects were pleasing.
Personal hits were scored by the
youthful leader. Walter McDonald in
his singing and dancing numbers
and bt a charming young miss who
performed wonders on a large accordian aided by a pleasing voice. The
troupe has its final showing today.
The feature picture sees Jacqueline
Broadway story minus the usual folBroadway story minus tlie uhual folrde-rol.

Three Scouts have completed the
Scout life guard examination which
was held at the Scout Camp, Lincoln
ville Saturday. Those who passed
tlie test were. Francis Me Alary. Troop
6; Wilbur Connon, Troop 6; and Wil
liam Ripley. Troop 9. This examina
tion concluded all the water and boat
tests for the year as the lake water
temperature is dropping very fast. As
one of the requirements for Scout
life guard is “that a candidate must
have successfully completed the Red
Cross life saving test for junior or
senior.” there were but a few eligible
to enter. This year there lifts bqen a
considerable increase in the number
of swimmers and candidates for Merit
Badge and Red Cross Water Tests
among the Scouts. As swimming a'nd
life saving are among the required
badges for the rank of Eagle Scout
these should he completed whenever
the opportunity is afforded.

Mineral feeds which supply calcium
and phosphorus should be Included in
rations for chickens. Although near
ly all tlie common chicken feeds con
tain minerals, there is usually a de
ficiency of calcium and phosphorous.
Meat scrap and ground steamed hone
meal as well as fish meal will supply
phosphorus. Calcium, the continued
lack of which will cause a noticeable
decrease in egg production, can be
furnished Tty keeping a supply of
oyster shells or of limestone grit be
fore the hens all of the time.

ON THE FOLLOWING SIZES

. $32.50
. 21.00
. 12.25
. 11.50
.
9.25
. 16.85

CUTLER-COOK CO.
346 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Ji

North Knox Fair
at UNION, MAINE

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, SEPT. 2567
GOOD RACES
LARGE EXHIBITS OF LIVESTOCK, FARM PRODUCE AND
FANCY ARTICLES

NIGHT SHOW WEDNESDAY EVENING
ROCKLAND CITY BAND IN DAILY ATTENDANCE
AIRSHIP ON THE GROUNDS TO TAKE PASSENGERS
113-115

FREE TRIAL
IK TOUR OWN HOME
ES, we’ll send the Philco “Neutrodyne-Plus”
Electric Radio to your home on an abso
lutely free trial! This is your opportunity to
find out, free, just what the Philco will do in the
very spot you intend to use it. Let your family
and friends hear it — compare it with your
neighbor’s radio—judge its superior performance
in tone, distance and selectivity. Then decide!
If not satisfied, the trial will not cost you a single
penny! No obligation.

Y

Douglas- Simonton. Sept. 2ft. to Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Douglas of West Hock port, a son,
Ernest, Jr.
Bartlett Rockland. Sept. 21. to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Bartlett, twins, Earl and Barbara.
Taylor Winthrop, Mass.. Sept. 17. to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Taylor (Bessie Southard), a
daughter, iMary Elizabeth.

MARRIED
Rowe-Ames—Rockland. Sept. 22, by Rex’.
J. Charles MacDonald. Oliver Rowe of Burgaw,
N. C. and Miss Alice Ames of Rockland.
Taylor-Lermond. Rockland. Sept. 1, by Ret.
C. A. Knickerbocker, Marcellus M. Taylor
and Hazel M. Lermond, both of Hope.

DIED

BRENNAN’S SERVICE STATION
CORNER BROADWAY AND PARK STREET

Our store adds its welcome to that of the Chief
Executive. Visit us and feel at home.

BORN

SOME GOOD TRADES IN OTHER SIZES

ROCKLAND

Telephone 774-W

Wlnkworth -Rockland. Sept. 24. William H.
Wlnkworth, a native of England, aged 63 years,
ft months. 29 days. Funeral this afternoon at
2 o’clock.
Creamer Rockland, Sept. 22, Theresa (’lark
Creamer, aged 79 years, 1ft months, 22 days.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my dearly beloved hus
band, Charles H. A. Guild, who departed from
this earthly life Sept. 25, 1920.
”0 for the touch of a vanished hand.
And the sound of a voice that Is still.’’
*

4-D CLUB MEMBERS

SkMc

Easy Payments
Trade la
Your
Old Radio

, MICKIE SAYS—

We will make you

a very liberal tradeTHIWK 05 ElKSEPriW' POSTAGE

STAMPS AW' GREENBACKS *

OUR JOB PRINTERS KIWTURW

OUT AWY KIWD OF A COM 01WATIOM OF RAPER,TYPE AW

When in Rockland this Saturday or any Saturday

—drop in to the Stonington Furniture Co. Store.
Feel welcome Any Time you come here. Sit down

and rest. Hear the latest records on the new Colum

I UK VJITP ALACRITY AU'
ABILITY, MEAWIW' TH'ARTISTIC
KIND* MAKE US PROVE IT !

Philco, both in exquisite furniture models
and in table models IN COLOR, combines
Ncutrodync quality of tone with a PLUS —
marvelous distance range, selectivity and
volume—a New Discovery! Aerial not essen
tial; no batteries, liquids or acids. Philco is
an all-electric A. C. set. Merely attach
your light socket!

If you decide to keep the Philco, you need not
pay cash! Just a small amount down and the
balance in easy monthly payments you’ll never
even miss!

UIE PRIUy PRETTY DOGGONE

AND FRIENDS

radio

'neutrodyne plus’

His wife. Addle I liner Guild.

V WEAR EVRVrWlWG YA KIM

The PhUeo Speaker
Reproduces the entire musi
cal range—low notes and high
notes—with complete fidelity.
Superb tonal depth, improves
ant radio. In colors.

in allowance for
your old, out-ofdate radio set.
Cash it in and have
that Electric lightsocket set you wish

it to

Send Coupon
Don’t fail to get full details of our liberal offer.
We'll gladly send them to you free and without
obligation. Just mail coupon below now.

des

Kindly send me, without obligation,
criptive literal ure on the Philco Electric Radio;
also full details of your Free Trial, Easy Pay
ment and Trade-In Allowance offer.

___________ for!

Call or Phone
Come in, phone or send this coupon and we will
tell you the full details of this remarkable offer.
Even though you do not intend to buy now, come
in and see and hear the Philco. No obligation!

Name.

Addies

bia Viva-Tonal Phonograph. You are Always Wel
come.

F. W. FARREL CO.

I Stonington Furniture Co, I

Plattsmouth, Neb., May 4.—(A.I’.)
—The bodies of a young woman and S
two 701-year-old men, each with a'S
bullet drilled through the left temple's
were found Friday night by the worn- .g
an’s husband.—Billings (Mont.) Ga
zette.!

will visit. Mrs Teague’s mother Mrs.
Ellsworth Mank is acting as house
keeper at the Teague home during
their absence.
Harry bell to has moved his house
hold goods from Stahl’s Hill to one
of the Lester Young tenements.

2—32x6 10 Ply Ajax Cords..........................
1 —30x5 8 Ply Ajax Cords............................
1—33x4 4 Ply Ajax Cords............................
3—31x4 4 Ply Ajax Cords............................
2—30x3>/2 Straight Side Ajax Cords........
1—32x5.77 Mason Balloon ..........................

the

A San Francisco despatch in Sat
urday night's papers said that the
steamship Kentuckian (commanded
by Capt. Ross Wilson of Thomaston)
had been in collision with the oil |
tanker Los Alamos off Point Sur, 150
miles south of San Francisco and was
reported to be leaking. Since then
it is learned that the Kentuckian
made port at San Nateo. A telegram
received by (’apt. Wilson's sister. Mrs.
John O. Stevens, said: “Collision at
sea; letter following.’’

Law Court Denies Motion For New Trial In Auto Accident
Case—Some Important Rulings.

Leroj’ Norwood has bought the
Castera Means house.
Robert Cinqmars has bought a new
Ford sedan.
Two Massachusetts young men
bound for Nova Scotia on a vacation
trip in a large sedan crashed into
one of the large maples at Russell’s
Corner Thursday evening. The men
escaped serious injury but the car
was so damaged that they determined
to sell rather than make repairs.
Central Garage is now the owner.
Mrs. Isa Teague and son Arnol.l
motored to Boston Friday where they

at

Methodist vestry and the public is
welcome.
Parents and Farm Bu
reau members will find special trade
attractions in the shops. •
,

MRS„ COLE WINS CASE

WARREN

A cordial welcome to the City is extended to the
members of the 4-H Clubs of Knox and Lincoln
Counties by Mayor Carver, and is supported by all
citizens. All members, parents, friends and Farm
Bureau members will find the city at their service.

The boys and girls from the towns
of Knax and Lincoln counties will
b in this city Saturday for the pur
pose of holding the annual conven
tion and contests of the 4-H Clubs.

Fuller - Cobb - Davis

Kenneth E. Dyer ot Rockland and
Miss Pearl K. Dailey of Camden have
fled Intentions of marriage at the
city clerk's office.

WELCOME TO
ROCKLAND

One of the most enjoyable socials
of the season was held at 22 Brewster
street, Friday evening when a large
delegation of the Augusta Kians was
entertained by the Rockland members.
The women served one of their fine
I suppers after which the Augusta Kian
presented an interesting program of
music songs and monologue. The
Rock’and order is planning a busy
winter.

Members of the 4-H Clubs of Knox
and Lincoln Counties, their parents and
friends and members of the Knox and
Lincoln Farm Bureau in attendance at
Saturday’s club get-together are cordially
invited to utilize to the full the facilities
- of our store.
■r
Come in and welcome—visit the An
tique Shop. Brouse around our store.

David Rubinstein is building a
40x50 foot garage on Summer street.

Page Thred

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR
643 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 661

DEALERS
LOUIS MARCUS* Prop.

313-319 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

tEL. M0

North Haven—Emery Wooster
Thomaston—W. P. Strong
Camden—Mont Heald

Damariscotta—C. F. Leighton
Belfast—Donald S. Clark
Union—Gorden-Lovejoy

”,1

~IJ

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 25, 1928.
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Prescription He Wrote
in 1892 is the World’s

Most Popular Laxative
When Dr. Caldwell started to
practice medicine, hack in 1875, the
needs for a laxative were not as
great as they are today. People
lived normal, quiet lives, ate plain,
wholesome food, and got plenty of
fresh air and sunshine. But even
that early there were drastic physics
and purges for the relief of consti
pation which Dr. Caldwell did not
believe were good for human beings
to put into their system. So he
wrote a prescription for a laxative
to be used by his patients.
The prescription for constipation
that he used early in his practice,
and which he put in drug stores in
1892 under the name of Dr. Cald
well's Syrup Pepsin, is a liquid
vegetable remedy, intended for
women, children and elderly people,
and they need just such a mild, safe,
gentle bowel stimulant as Syrup
Pepsin.
Under successful management this
prescription has proven its worth
and is now the largest selling liquid
laxative in the world. The fact that
millions of bottles are used a year
proves that it has won the confidence
of people who needed it to get relief
from headaches, biliousness, flatu
lence, indigestion, loss of appetite
and sleep, bad breath, dyspepsia,
colds and fevers.
Millions of families are now never
without Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pep
sin, and if you will once start using
it you will also always have a bottle
handy for emergencies.
It is particularly pleasing to know
that the most of it is bought by
mothers for themselves and the chil-

ft.
Kl

AGE 63

dren, though Syrup Pepsin is just
as valuable for elderly people. All
drug stores have the generous bot
tles, or use this free coupon:

FREE BOTTLE
Mail to ‘ SYRUP PEPSIN,”
Monticello, Illinois.

Is'

Please send kittle of Dr. Caldwell's 1
SyrupPepsintotry,entirely FREE. I

.Vnoie

St.

P.

1

0.

sume her position as teacher in Dor
EAST UNION
chester High.
Percy Sinclair and Cecil Hamill of
Mrs. C. J. Grassow of Hope spent a
Sherburn. Mass., have been visit few days with her daughter Mrs. Ro
ors at the home of their aunt Mrs. land Payson.
Willard Wellman.
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Gould with
NORTH CUSHING
friends were weekend visitors in this
Alphonso Hyler is very ill and is
place.
The Farm Bureau picnic planned attended by Dr. Keller of Thomaston.
Miss Margaret Simmons of Friend
for September was held at Lilia Mor
ton’s cottage with a pleasing num ship visited Miss Katherine Killeran
ber of members present and a de recently and called on other friends.
lightful day was passed.
Mrs. Pastorah Cummings has re
Winona Gould and Winona Messer turned from Rockland where she was
were home from Auburn over the the guest of her nephew, Percy
Roscoe.
weekend.
Mrs. Benjamin Brayton returns
Our citizens are pleased at the
from Providence this week where she prospect of electric lights in the near
has been visiting her old home In future.
that city.
Mr. Wing who is working pn the
W. E. Dornan & Son are making State road cut his leg quite badly
extensive repairs on the saw miil Monday and will be laid off a few
recently bought of Will Fish and j days.
which is to be used in connection with
Mrs. Margaret Montgomery spent
their business. Fred Spear is doing ' the weekend in St. Stephens. N. B.
the work.
Mrs. Sarah Dolham and Mrs. Lora
Pioneer Grange is holding some in Dolham of Warren were at I. W.
teresting meetings with good attend Seavey’s Wednesday.
ance.
Miss Evelyn Wincapaw was th?
SOME HERRING SKINNING
guest recently of Mrs. Fred Foster '
at Tenant’s Harbor.
i Of English invention but of Ger
After a brief visit with relatives in man manufacture, a new machine
town Mrs. Charles Hoyt has returned I Will bone, split, clean and head 2,500
to her home in North Chelmsford, herrings an hour in preparation for
Mass.
| kippering.
Scottish and English
Miss Nina Titus has returned to , fisher girls at present work at the
Dorchester, Mass., where she will re rate of 120 an hour.

Mrs. Charles Chilles has returned
from a visit with relatives in Rock
land.
,Rev. E. C. Jenkins, pastor of Union
Church. returned Thursday from
Port Clyde where he attended the
Baptist Association.
Capt. and Mrs. Edward Greenleaf
and family have returned from
Boothbay.
Joseph Shick and Frank Hess of
New York are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Headley.
Miss Susie P. Jordan of Portland
was the recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Carver.
<
Catherine Calderwood left Mon
day for Westbrook Academy. Her
mother Mrs. Isaac Calderwood ac
companied her to Rockland.
Mrs. Minnie Smith and mother
Mrs. Eliza Arey left Monday for
Rochester. New York.
Miss Joyce Wright of New York
and Miss Marjorie Wright of Thom
aston arrived Saturday and are
guests of their mother Mrs. Etta
Wright and their sister Mrs. John
Mathieson.
Will H. Goodwin, daughter Miss
Mt rtie Goodwin of Portland and son
George E. Goodwin of Watertown,
Mass., were guests over the weekend
of Mrs. E. R. Graffam and Mrs. Car
rie Dickenson at the William Lane
homestead, Lane’s Island, the sum
mer home of Mrs. Dickenson.
A
family dinner party given Sunday in
their honor included other relatives,
Mrs. Clara Pendleton, Mr. and Mrs.
L. W. Lan<. Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane.
An after dinner ride, with the party
to points of interest about town, in
cluding Shore Acres was enjoyed.
Will H. Goodwin, a former resident
of thi# town found many changes
after an absence of 38 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Webster, who
have been guests of Mrs. Webster’s
sister Mrs. Emma Green left Satur
day for their home in Everett, Mass.
Mrs. Webster was accompanied by
her nurse Miss Leah Arey.
Stephen Colson, a Civil War vet
eran. is seriously ill at his home.
Mrs. Lucy Coombs entertained at
bridge Friday evening. Mrs. Jean
ette Carver was awarded first
p ize and Mrs. Marion Headley car
ried home the consolation prize.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Rokes of
Rockland arrived Friday for a week’s
visit with their daughter Mrs. Hil
ton Ames.
Mrs. Scott Littlefield entertained
the Washington Club at her home
Saturday evening.
Union Church Circle will hold its
usual supper Thursday at 5.30 at
the vestry.
Gov. • and Mrs. Ben S. Paulen of
Topeka, Kansas were guests the past
week of Mr. and Mrs. Thad C. Car
ver of Pratt. Kansas, who are sum
mering here at the old Carver home
stead. In their honor a series of en
tertainments were given which in
cluded a dinner party Friday at
Rockaway Inn. Motor sails to Matiricus, North Haven and othfr
points of interest were also given
by Mr. and Mrs. Carver. Guests at
the dinner were Gov. and Mrs. Ben
S. Paulen, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Carver,
Mrs. Mary Noyes. Horace Carver, Mr.
and Mrs. H. W. Fifield. Mrs. Victor
Shields, Mr. and Mr's. F. M. White,
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane. Mrs. Minnie
Lyford. Mrs. Minnie Smith. Gov.
and Mrs. Paulen left Monday for
Topeka,

tiei# style

An entirely new scheme of body lines and
contours...the most costly paneling em
ployed on any automobile in the—<
world... and the richest upholsteries and
appointments ...... distinguish TSuidCs
new Masterpiece BODIES by FISHER
The Silver Anniversary Buick is kindling
more interest—drawing more people to the
display rooms —winning more praise—and
creating a demand so sweeping and so in
sistent that Buick’s vast factories have
reached newlevelsof production in attempt
ing to keep pace.

body lines and contours—softly rounded
steel panels, the most costly employed on
any motor ear—a continuous moulding with
double bead running around the body and
dividing the lower from the upper structure
— all impart an atmosphere of unrivaled
beauty.

If you want beauty—if you want individu
—all because it is not only the most brilliant
ality—if you want up-to-the-minute
performing automobile of the day, but also
smartness—there’s only one choice . . . the
because it marks a new style—a thrilling
choice of America . . .
new mode of car design—
the Silver Anniversary
more beautiful, more lux
THE SILVER. ANNIVERSARY
Buick with new Master
urious and more graceful
piece Bodies by Fisher.
than any the world has
It’s the new style—the
known!
new mode— in motorcars!
An entirely new scheme of
with masterpiece bodies by fisiier

BUICK

LEWISTON BUICK CO.
51 Park Street

Rockland

Tel. 238

BRANCHES AT

LEWISTON
WATERVILLE
BRUNSWICK

ROCKLAND

FARMINGTON

PORTLAND

AUGUSTA
BATH
DOVER-FOXCROFT

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES \RE BUILT . . . BUICK WILL BUILD THEM.

Its Rich, Bright Red
Color Tells the Story!
For enhancing the flavor
of cold meats, fish, baked
beans, and a variety of
more or less common
place foods

Only ted, ripe tomatoes,

picked fresh from the

vine, could give that red
color and consistency to

CLOVERDALE
CATSUP

CLOVERDALE
• CATSUP

Prepared according to a

favorably compared with

will delight you. A trial
purchase will convince
you that the expression
’’Cloverdale Quality” is
no meaningless phrase,
but always a symbol of

any brand on the market.

the ’’best obtainable.”

tested formula, with only

the best fresh spices, it is
a product that can

be

No Artificial Coloring

No Prescrrativet

Cloverdale Catsup ”. 19
Evap. Milk aag%£11 3-38'
At a very /otr price I

Deliciouilr
isoikmmuit/Hirornu
flavored wim
with jresn
fresh jrun
fruit /uices
juices .

y

Royal Fruit Gelatin 3pko Z3
Standard peas—tender and sweet I

Pose

*<*<•»

X-M'

BENEFIT
BRAND

All the flavor of home-made Boat on Bean

Cloverdale Beans

OVEN lge.
BAKED

A flwfolal* cookie lopped-ithcocoanul manhmallooi !

ib.

NBC-

Snow Peaks

17
19'

COCOMALT
BULK PEANUT BUTTER
KABO ST HUP • BLUE LABEL
BENEFIT BAKING POWDER
REX COFFEE
“The Belt”

Vt

1‘rotltr A Cumble'i n.w icenled loilcl toap !

3c*k<>20
59

Camay Soap
A real Quality Malt Extract !

lo. cam

ml 9?
cam
lo. cam
lb

41 <t

Puritan Malt ho1 ’•FLAVORED
BOHEMIAN

SEPTEMBER X4th to 29th

The Cloverdale

co.

BRILLIANT COLORED CAGES

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL

•l-l-l 'l I I 111 II I 1 I I I I 1 1111+4
’Tis true that when the dust
of death has choked
A great man’s voice, the com
mon words he said
Turn oracles, the common
thoughts he yoked
Like horses, draw the griffins—
this is true
And acceptable.
—E. B. Browning.

Foodt You Will Like
OOJIETIMES, when tired of meat
dishes, here is a good one you
will like:
Pea Roast.—Mix three-fourths of
a cupful of stale bread crumbs with
one-half cupful of cooked pea pulp
(cooked peas passed through a
sieve), one tablespoonful of sugar,
one-fourth cupful of walnut meats
finely chopped, one egg slightly
beaten, three-fourths of a teaspoon
ful of salt, pepper to season, onefourth cupfui of melted butter, and
three-fourths of a cupful of milk.
Turn into a small pan lined with
waxed paper. Cover and bake lu
a slow oven forty minutes.
Baked
Halibut. — Arrange six
slices of fat salt pork in a drip
ping pan.
Cover with one sliced
onion and add a bit of bay leaf.
Wipe two pounds of fresh halibut
and place over the pork and onion.
Mix three tablespoonfuls of flour
with the same of butter and spread
over the fish. Cover with buttered
crumbs and strips of salt pork. Kake
fifty minutes.
Serve with gravy
made from the pan, adding one
cupful of milk.
Season with salt
and pepper.
Steamed Apple Pudding.—Mix a
rich baking powder biscuit dough
and roll out.
Place four apples
peeled, quartered and cut into
eighths in the center of the dough,
sprinkle with a tablespoonful of
sugar, salt and nutmeg to taste.
Wrap the dough around the apples
and place in a buttered mold or
steamer. Steam one and one-half
hours.
Serve with vanilla sauce.
Fruit Punch.— Pour one cupful ot
hot tea Infusion over one cupful of
Sugar, and as soon as dissolved add
three-fourths of a cupful of orange
juice and one-third of a cupful of
lemon juice.
Strain into a punch
bowl over a large piece of Ice an l
just before serving add one pint of
lilhia. a pint of ginger ale and a
few slices of orange with one dozen
maraschino cherries.

Bird Homes Are Being Made More
Attractive For the Household.
Bird cages in bright attractive col- :
on- are now being used by decorators '
for the purpose of enlivening many ,
rooms which otherwise would be
locking in the proper color empha
sis. There are many rooms .which
may be arranged quite tastefully in
so far as the type and location of
furniture and other pieces are con
cerned but which lack one thing,
namely, a color spot which tends to
brighten the whole apartment. Mod- ]
err decorators are insisting on a
bright color piece in an otherwise
Hull room as being essential to .
projier furnishing because of the way
such an effect gives a touch of bril
liancy and contrast. In some cases
this brilliant color note has been
struck by a writing desk, a chair, a
console or some other single piece. ,
The new development in bird
cages lias been that, instead of being
made of metal, they are now being
made of pyralin which is a plastic
»cnpahle. of taking the most brilliant
and truest colors and which also has
a warm soft effect which could not
be obtained with the old style bird
cages. The introduction of this new
type of bird cage and the increas
ing use of birds in homes has led to
the use of such brilliant bird cages
as an element in mmiern interior
decoration.
Preacher—"You
must
conquer
yourself. I conquered myself when I
was about your age.”
Jones—"Well, you see, parson. I’m
a harder man to lick than you are.”
—Life.

Where poultry are annoyed by
chicken ticks, a simple and inexpen
sive way of protecting them from the
attacks of these pests is to provide
readily demountable roosts direct
irom the floor and not touching Ihe
walls. These should be painted oc
casionally with anthracene oil or
petroleum. When ticks have once
been eradicated from the premises no
chickens should he added to the flock
until they have been quarantined for
10 da vs in temporary coops.

'courier-gazette cross-word puzzle’i

(Prepared nv the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)

Early autumn is the time poultry
raisers will usually And udvf.ntageous to fatten and dispose of sur
plus cockerels as well ns early
hatched pullets of a quality nol de
sired in the flock of winter lay
ers. Market poultry prices are usu
ally highest just before Thanksgiv
ing and Christinas.
Another ad
vantage In selling surplus stock,
fairly early in the season is found
in the saving of considerable food
material.
Dr. M. A. .lull, poultry husband
man, United States Department of
Agriculture, recommends as a fat
tening rat(«>n a soft mash, meas
ured by weight, composed of corn,
four parts; oatmeal, two parts;
middlings, two parts, and beef
scrap, one part. The ground grain
should he mixed thoroughly aud
moistened with sour skim ntllk or
buttermilk.
Milk is excellent in
fattening mixtures and about two
pounds, or a quart, of milk is used
to each pound of mash.
Care should tie taken not to feed
the birds too much during the early
part of the fattening period. Eor
the first few days of this diet feed
lightly three times a day. For the
rest of the period give the birds all
they will eat three times a day, but
do not leave It before them. A fourpound cockerel should add a pound
in two weeks. Four pounds of the
grain ration may produce a pouud
gain.
Experienced fatteners sometimes
keep poultry on the fattening feed
for as long as three weeks; but in
most commercial fattening plants
the birds are fattened for from
seven to ten days. There is often
a difference of five cents a pound
betweew the market price of thin
and plump birds. However, farm
ers in many parts of the country
may not find such advantageous
marketing opportunities, and tlie
prices received may not pay for
the expense and bother of fatten
ing tlie birds, in such cases it may
prove wisest to sell direct with no
attempt to fatten the fowls. Many
such birds are bought at the mar
kets by fatteners aud conditioned
aud fattened for resale.

Culling Undesirable
Hens From the Flock
Culling should he a continuous
process from the time the egg is
selected until disposition is made
of the bird. With the young stock
this constitutes removal of un
thrifty birds.
The pullets should
be selected from the standpoint of
size, relative rate of maturity, and
health.
On the other hand, with
laying hens, other than tlie occa
sional removal of outstanding poor
individuals, the ideal time for cull
ing is at the end of the laying sea
son, which runs from July to No
vember.
From July on the flock
should be examined each mbnth for
the purpose of removing the poorer
hens. Just how rigid the culling Is
depends upon the desired reduc
tion of the flock. The latter cull
ing enables one to be more exact
ing in the selection of the superior
birds.
Obviously it is to tlie ad
vantage of the poultryman to make
more than one culling as he is
thereby able to immediately cut
down production costs.

POULTRY NOTES
Keep fresh water before the hens
in summer.

•

•

•

If pullets are too slow in starting
to lay, give them a wet mash dally
for a week or so. That will often
start them.

•

•

•

•

...

An effective way of eradicating
lice is by means of sodium fluoride.
It is easy to apply anil Inexpensive,
and yet how many fail to take ad
vantage of this valuable procedure.
« • »
Development of chicks will he
checked and hens will stop laying
if the common red mites are per
mitted to grow and develop.
In
warm weather mites multiply rap
idly.

•

•

•

A mixture of crude oil and kero
sene is quite satisfactory for mite
control, though several applica
tions are required. The same is
true of mixtures of kerosene and
creosote which some use.

•

Children Ciy
for It

•

©TMl INTERNATIONAL SVN0WATI.

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
41- A practical joke
1-Famous river ofI
(slang)
England
42- Papyrua cradle o?
6-Away from a set
Motet
course
10-Combining form.
44-To hold In
subjection
Whole
46-Man'a name
11- A molding
48-Comfortably
14- Exlat
49- Electrical Engineer
15- Part of “to be"
(abbr.)
16- What Spanish
soldier and priest 50- Aged (Latin abbr.)
51- What Inland tea Is
founded the
In Russian
Society of Jesus?
Turkestan?
17-The graduated face
52- Mix
of a compass
54- Provlnce in
18- To want
N. Ireland
20- Every one of
21-A male descendant 55- What are the people
of ancient Latium
22- A title
or Rome called?
23- Weepe
26- Kitchen utensil
VERTICAL
27- What is short
coarse hemp fiber? 1- Warrior companions
of English kings
29- Part of “to be”
2- Be it ever so humble
30- Rodent
there’s no place
31-Through
like what?
32- Glrl’t name
3- Man'e name (short)
33- Merry
4- Must
34- A festivity
5- A plant raised for
35- What variety of ■ I
forage
6- A meadow
mineral coal is
used for ornaments? 7- What are the seven
‘ bright stare In
36- Who was the first
Urea Major?
Chief Justice of the
8- A southern
U. S.?
constellation
37- What it a weak or
9- What sea la between
stunted animal?
China and Chosen?
89-What It an
12- A popular outdoor
undeveloped stem
sport
13- A measure of length
or branch?

VERTICAL (Cont.)
17-The June-bug
19-What king of
Wettex was called
first “King of the
English?”
21- Mladeed
22- Rested
24- A musical
Instrument
25- Body of water
?6-To compensate
27-What la the largest
division of the
Dravidlan dialects?
2S-A seaport In
N. W. Algeria
30-Streak of light
31- Parity
33-Who was the
seventh ton of
,
Jacob?
35- What Is the capital
of Alaska?
36-To Imprison (slang)
33-What are
tambourlnea
without jingles?
39- To interdict
40- What is “she-bear"
in Latin?
41- Procurea
42-A Swisa river
43- What it a creek or
stream called in
tome sections?
44- A chest or box
45- To hold in check
47- Who was the chief
god of the
Babylonians? <
48- A sense-organ
53-Tibcrlus (abbr.)

Solution to Previous Puzzle

UNION
Mt. Horeb Encampment's election
of officers resulted thu^: Chief Pa

triarch. Alec Fuller; High IPriest,
Rev. C. II. B. Seligerf S. W.. Arthur
Farris; R. S., W. .N. Bessey; iF. S.,
Albert Ames; treasurer. Wilson Mer
riam; J. W., H. S. Hills; trustees,
Alec, Fuller, Mathew Daniels and
Frank Lenfest.

A good mineral mixture for swine
to supplement grain , feeds can he
made of the following, according to
the U. S. Department of Agriculture:
45 pounds steamed bone meal; 25
pounds ground limestone or airslaked lime; 25 pounds 16 per cent
superphosphate (acid phosphate);
and 5 pounds salt. This mixture is
palatable to pigs and can be fed to
them on pasture or in dry lot.

TOOK ADVICE
OF HERMOTHER

I

ffl

Telephone Connection

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
I ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

•

Ground yellow corn, with plenty
of milk and a range of rape, clover
or alfalfa, wilt keep the young
chicks in good condition.

*

When your

__ *

PROPER TIME TO
FATTEN POULTRY

Corn can he used liberally when
properly balanced with other feeds.
It is rich in vitamines, oil anil
carbohydrates but lacking in proi tein and minerals.

<©. 1328. Western Newspaper L’nlon.)

Contrary to the general belief that
sweet clover is not palatable to live
stock, this crop is used on some of the
most successful farms of the Corn
Belt as the principal pasture crop
There is no trouble in getting live
stock to eat sweet clover pasture
readily unless the growth is too big
and tough before the animals are
turned in on it for the first time. Fo
hay. the fall crop of the first year i
generally preferred, as the growth
then is finer and the hay is of better
quality than at any other time. The
hay cirt from this crop is practically
equal to first-class alfalfa hay. and
ton of sweef-clover hay per acre can
be cut early 4in the fall if the soil has
been limed and inoculated to put it
condition for the best growth of this
crop.

POULTRY
•EK.T5-

•

The ventilation problem in tlie
poultry house is much easier to
solve if the hens are given enough
floor space.
Three and one-half
square feet of fyior space should he
allowed for each hen in the flock.
• • •
Good poultry is necessary if there
Is to be a profit made by keeping
IL
Specialized farms are becom
ing more numerous, but for many
years to come the main output of
eggs and poultry meat will be sup
plied by the general farms.

Pastoria is a comfort when Baby
is fretful. No sooner taken than the
little one is at ease. If restless, a
• * •
few drops soon bring contentment.
More than $15,000,000 are lost
No liarm done, for Castoria is a baby
remedy, meant for babies. Perfectly each year 'because of fertile eggs
safe to give the youngest infant; put on the market from June to Oc
you have the doctors’ word for that! tober. Most of this loks comes from
It is a vegetable product and you the farms because the male birds
It
could use it every day. But it’s in are kept until fall or winter.
an emergency that Castoria means Is the eggs fertilized by these males
most. Some night when constipation that rot after they leave the farms,
must be relieved—or colic pains—or causing heavy losses all along the
other suffering. Never be without it;
marketing line.
some mothers keep an extra bottle,
unopened, to make sure there will
The Democratic National Commit
always lie Castoria in the house. It
tee has made it plain that campaign
is effective for older children, too;
contributions of a dime will bo
read the book that comes with it.
acceptable. To us experienced politi
cal observers that can mean only
one thing. The Democrats are trying
to get a contribution from the
CASTORIA elder Rockefeller.—Spokane Spokes
man Review.

Praises Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound .
Wetmore, Colo.— When I wag
married 14 years ago I was in had
health for a cou
ple of yeara and
when I tried to
do anything I
would get tired

aml>orn-oiit. I
have taken Lydia
E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Com
pound off and on
all these years
and have recom
mended it to hun
dreds of women.
I have given birth to six children anil
have taken the Vegetable Compound
as a tonic before child birth. It has
done me worlds of good. My mother
had taken‘it several times and she
recommended it to me.”—Mrs. John
Bbassea. Wetmore, Colorado.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Vinalliav.n,

North Haven, Stonington
Swan's Island

see

Summer Arrangement
(Subject to Chage Without Notice)
IN EFFECT JULY I8. I928
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
Sunday at 7.0ft a. m. and 1.00 p. m. Arriving
at Rocklafid at 8.20 a. m. and 2.20 p. m. Re
turning leaves Rockland at 9.30 a. m. and 3.30
p. m. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.50
a. m and 4.50 p. m.
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sunday at 6.30 a. m., Stonington 7.30, North
Haven 8.30; due at Rockland about 9.40 a. m.
Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 p. m.. North
Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.40: due to ar
rive at Swan’s Island about 6.00 p. m.
B. H. STINSON.
General Agent.

Call 170

People's Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laun
dry Work. Family Wash
ing a Specialty.
Wet
Wash, Rough Dry, Finish
Flat Work, Shirts, Collars

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
Chiropractor
111 Limerock Street
(Corner Lincoln)
Lady in attendance
Phone 1163
Painless System
of Adjusting

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dantal X-Ray and Diagnosis
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to •
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Tol. 1020
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
400 Main St.
Rockland
Opp. Thorndike Ho tol. Tol. 339-M
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to (
Evenings bv Appointment

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours: 1 to

J

and 7 to

I P.

M

Residence until 9 A. M., and by

Appointment.

Telephone 114

THOMASTON. ME.

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thia firm has
faithfully sarvsd tha fami
lies of Knox C*nty.
Lady AttenAt
Tol. Day 450; NigFt 7*1-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

I

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Osteopathic Physician
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Telephone 1295; Reeidsnco 253-M
79-tf

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to I)r. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tol. 136
36 Limerock SL
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

Every-Other-Day

r
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A Double Wedding
Followed
By CLARISSA MACKIE

□ □□EE BR.DTHER.5

NEW VICTDR.Y

SIX

A Car of Striking Originality Now More
Luxurious and Comfortable Than Ever

■JVTINE distinctive new body styles adi 1 vance Victory smartness and luxury
to still higher levels.

All dimensions that affect tUb comfort of
passengers are now more generous still.
Bigger bodies, wider doors, greater head
room, increased vision and extra broad, lux*
urious, deeply-tufted seats, reveal the sweep,
ing nature of these latest Victory refinements.

You will also discover a rakish new sweep
to the lines — a dashing new flare to the
, fenders—an arresting new massiveness in
a
the height and breadth of the hood.

6—-ALSO------- a
DodgbEr.others
s
STANDARD
SIX

1895

Add to all these the far-famed originality
of Victory design—
Body mounted directly on the chassis with-1
out sills, materially lowering the center of
gravity and increasing the head room.
Chassis the full width of the body, elimi
nating body overhang and sidesway.

Smarter in every detail.
Richly equipped. Fast
and dependable. See
these cars and you will
concede that Stand*
ard Six beauty and
Standard Six per*
fornaance are now
distinctly in harmony.

These and many other revolutionary fea
tures result in a character of roadability, per
formance, interior comfort and beauty of line
that is utterly unique, superior and exclu
sive to Dodge Brothers brilliant Victory Six.

ere

PRICES
Coupe
. .
f-Door Sedan 895
Cabriolet. . 94)
DeLuxe Sedan 970
f. 0. k. Demit

r.

*

hW

>4

t
*-4

PRICES—Touring Car, $995; Roadster, $995; Coupe,
$1045; 4-Door Sedan, $1095; DeLuxe Sedan, $1170;
DeLuxe 4-Pass. Coupe, $1170; Sport Roadster, $1245;
Sport Touring Car, $1245; Sport Sedan, $1295;

/.«. i. Detroit.

i
DYER’S GARAGE
54 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

Page Five

TENANT'S HARBOR
Frank Harris of Glenmere was in
he village Saturday.
Fred Hanley o<f Thomaston was a
justness visitor in town Saturday
Frank Robinson and Granville
Bachelder are doing carpenter work
for W. E. Sheeler.
Myron Wiley was in Rockland Sat
urday doing taxi business for Henry
Allen who is at Marblehead, Mass.
Winslow Watts and Walter Barter
are doing some carpenter work for
the St. George Granite Co. Weston
Rivers has charge of the work.
A nice piece of work has lust been
lone on the Tracy hill—the road
widened and a new gutter made for
.he water is supposed to run in to
the bottom of the hill instead of the
middle of the road as formerly.
Allen Conary has added some nice
front steps to his house.
Frank Brown is doing some con•rete work for Mrs. Marie Nevers,
cementing the cellar, etc.
Capt. C. E. Holbrook is home for
a two weeks vacation.
■Deacon H. F. Kalloch, Mrs. Elmer
Allen. Henry Allen, Miss Mabel Bar
ter, Miss Beulah Richards and Mrs.
William Gillis motored to Marblehead,
Mass.. Thursday for a short visit.
Irvin Cook has sold his cow to
Merrit Clark.
Dr. and Mrs. O. F. Cushing of
Thomaston were visiting friends in
the village Sunday.
R. J. MacKenzie returned t<$ Bridge
port, Conn. Thursday after spending
a vacation at his cottage in the
village. Mr. MacKenzie enjoys deep
sea fishing and usually takes some
friends with him on these trips. His
fine boat named Mack is in charge
of Capt. Ed. Jackson, a veteran
fisherman.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Trask arrived
home Sunday in Mr. Trask’s motor
boat. Pretty choppy trip, Perley says.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peilett have
closed their cottage the Frannette
and returned to New York. Mr. Pei
lett has a fine position with Tiffany.
They were accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Spaulding whose home
is in Providence.
Whitney Wheeler was home from
Maine State College for a short visit
last week.
Misses Katherine and Helen Hill
and Miss Violet Maxwell returned to
New’ York Friday after spending the
summer at Ridge Rock cottage.
Leroy Meservey is doing some
painting for Frank Long on his
buildings and Frank Robinson is do
ing some carpenter work on the same
job.
Sewell Wagle is gaining rapidly
from his recent operation.
John Wall leaves Oct. 1 for Barre,
Vt., where he will spend the winter
with his daughter, Mrs. Addie Rob
bins.
Clarence Thompson has had a new’
engine put in his truck; also a new’
body for same.
Mrs. Sewell Wagle and Mrs. Ernest
Rawley attended a Star, entertain
ment in Rockland Wednesday.
J. K. Monaghan is enjoying a new
radio.
•Mrs. Charles Wall, Mrs. Mabel
Wilson and Mrs. Mildred Slingsby
have employment with Mrs. Bert Osbora»
The entertainment and dance given
by Puritan- Rebekah Lodge cleared
$17.50.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hope and Mrs.
Lillie Pedrick left for their homes
last Monday.
Mrs. Frank Nevens has returned
to her home in Somerville, Mass.
About all of the summer visitors
have gone back to their respective
homes, having spent their usual vaca
tions here.
All are sorry to see
them go and glad for the time to
come to see them all coming back
and bringing more with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Watts (June
Dudley) newlyweds, are spending
their honeymoon in Boston. When
they return they will go to house
keeping in Mrs. Lizzie Boyles’ tene
ment on Main street.

uKTO," SAII) Neil Craig gravely,
tv "there will he no woman in
my planning of my life. A womau
hampers a man—she Is always un
der foot when Important matters
are pending, and when things go
smash, where is she, I ask you?"
"Some women ure always there
In the forefront, with tlielr shoul
ders to tlie wheel," chuckled his
friend Nelson Kllgray. "But what
can one expect from a fellow like
you, Nell, who was brought up by
u great-uncle who had outlived two
wives and prenched of the fraHties
of womenklnd all his days—the
more shame to himl
Was your
mother that kind of woman?"
Nell stared at him, startled.
"Why, no, of course not!” he de
nied sharply.
“Well, my mother wasn’t that
sort, either 1
She was a beautiful
woman always, and she is Just as
sweet and kind ns any woman could
be. And put this In your pipe and
smoke It, old fellow; all the good
women haven’t passed out, and
Jour poor Uncle David has found
that out long ago!”
“I hope so—I hope so.” mur
mured Nell dreamily, and after that
the subject changed to their forth
coming trip up Mount Whiting.
They had reached the timber
line after a day or two of rough
climbing, and there the Indian, Lap
wing, wlio had borne a burden of
extra food for the explorers, made
a nearby cache and stowed the
extra provisions away before he
turned hnck to descend.
When the two explorers had seen
the last of the Indian, far below,
they ’turned Into the nearby wood
ed stretdli.
“We hnd better spend the night
In this timber, nod when morning
comes we can go on over that rocky
portion,” suggested Neil.
“Good," said his companion, and
a little later they prepared a camp
by a small mountain stream, as
cold as the snows that it came
from. They had gone to bed and
were In the first drowsiness when
there came the sound of singing.
“A—w-wotnan,” bubbled Nelson
K'lgray.
“Radio!" clipped his companion.
Nell did not go to sleep, how
ever. He was wide awake now, lis
tening to that delicious volge. sing
ing all the old-time love songs to
which somebody played a violin ac
companiment
“That Is no radio," he whispered
Commander Richard E. Byrd knows the value of good food as
to himself, and he peered toward
the direction of the sound.
Then
a builder of strength and morale. His staunch steamships, the City
it was that he could see for the
first time the brightly lighted ob
of New York and the Chelsea, bound for the South Pole are carrying
longs of small windows. "Joke on
many products of Swift & Company.
me,” he muttered, yawning.
As
he gazed, tlifi lights suddenly went
out and he heard the raising of a
Brookfield Butter, creamery fresh, is part of the precious car
window.
goes
— a sufficient supply for the band of hardy scientists and the
He was still awake when he heard
a curious sound through the warm
crew during their long sojourn in the Antarctic.
ing night—a distant rushing, grow
ing louder.
It first he thought It
Other Swift & Company products that will add pleasure to the
was wind In the trees. Then he
heard a woman’s scream, and then
meals aboard ship and on the icy wastes are:
before he could rouse his compan
ion and tell him of some danger,
it was upon them—a slithering,
Premium Frankfurts
Pork Loins
crashing sound that swept them in
the midst of their tent under some
Calf Liver
Ox Tails
Pigs Feet
soft, solid mass, down some mi
raculously cleared path through the
“Golden West” Fowl
Turkeys
timber, and then suddenly swirled
to the right and dropped them,
where they lay for awhile under
Brookfield Butter is made in selected dairy regions and delivered
some of the snow until Nelson Kll
gray dug his way out and searched
to all parts of this country by quickest routes possible —fresh from
for his friend.
the churn!
His pocket torch revealed Nell
lying unconscious with one leg cu
Thus the producer is furnished a daily cash market for his
riously bent at the knee.
A break for him!” muttered Kll
butterfat and the Swift nation-wide system of distribution assures
gray helplessly, and he tried
valiantly to make his friend com
consumers everywhere of fine creamery fresh Brookfield Butter as
fortable.
His efforts only awak
well as other Swift food products.
ened Nell.
"What is the matter?” asked
Neil curiously.
“Avalanche — snowcap on the
mountain top, I suppose. I think
your leg is broken, Neil.
You’d
Allen’s Taxi Service to Union Fair,
better drink some of this stuff Doc
$2 round trip, 7 passenger sedan.
tor Meredith gave us, and keep
Rockland Branch, 17 Union Street
Tel. 6-12 Tenant’s Harbor.—adv.
quiet As soon as it is daylight I'll
E. L. Keene, Manager
114-115
take a look for help.”
Nell obediently took his dose and
went to sleep again, while Kilgra.v
SOUTH THOMASTON
Vieitore are welcome at Swift & Company Packing Plante, 8:00 A. M. to 3:00 P. M.
tried to straighten out the tent and
make them comfortable.
But it
Miss Edith R. Allen who spent last
was In the dawn's clear cold light
week with her sister Mrs. J. P. Nor
that help came at last, before Kll-, ton returned Tuesday to her home in
gray had even sent out to find it. I
Brighton. Mass.
the Sunday school. There will be two
“Halloo!”
called
a woman’s,
Congratulations are being extended speakers who will address the child
strong, cheery voice.
to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Levi who were ren and their parents. A special pro
“Halloo In the tent," came In a
married in New York Sept. 14. They gram of music, recitations, etc., is
sweeter voice, as another woman are at home here now with her par being prepared and every child will be
Joined her voice to the first.
«
ents Mr. and Mrs. C. I,. Sleeper.
given a souvenir of the occasion.
Kllgray was out in an instant.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Foster of Cam
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Graves are
There, high above him, two young
den spent Sunday with her mother visiting relatives in South Paris.
women leaped over the edge of the
Mrs. Jennie Clark.
Friends of Harry Smith have long It is (EMPHATICALLY) the medicine that should be in the possession of
broken hill. Both were clad in blue
Mrs. Lizzie Babb accompanied Mr. suspected that be is a high flyer but every person afflicted with Asthma-Hay Fever; it relieves at once, often as
cotton dresses, and while one had
and Mrs. William Clements when they Saturday they bad positive proof if by magic—INSTANTANEOUSLY—the difficulty of breathing and sense
shimmering red hair, the other
returned Monday to Massachusetts when they saw him and Alfred Young of suffocation that constitute the characteristic symptoms of that disease.
one's pink face was glowing be I Where she will visit for a fortnight.
soaring gracefully over the Keag and
neath a mop of curly black hair.
Mrs. Floribelle Allen Is visiting off towards Rockland in an airplane. And by continuing its use daily, between the paroxysms, it removes, by its
“Anyone hurt?” asked the blackrelatives in Rockland. In the mean Harry claims that next to being lead alternatives influence, that morbid condition upon which the disease de
halred one.
time rz-amon Young is having his ing man in a Hick Drama it gave him pends All druggists. Full month's treatment $5.00. Claude A. Bell, Lowell,
"My friend has broken a leg—how
Mass.
house shingled.
the "biggest thrill yet."
can I get word to a doctor?" asked
Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Stanton arrived
* * * *
Kllgray.
Thursday from Danvers. Mass., for a
Friends will regret to learn of the
“We can telephone from our cot
few days’ visit with her sister Mrs. continued illness of Mrs. Nancy Hall
tage, and we shall have to sling
Ilarvey Crowley while enroute to who now makes her home with her
him Into our hammock and hoist
Canada.
niece Miss Jennie Putnam. 'While
him. He can stay at our place—
A njost interesting birthday party Mrs. Hall is confined to the bed yet
we are both trained nurses on holi
occurred Wednesday at the home of she enjoys callers and has been espe
day,” she explained.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Baum where their cially pleased with visits from her
Before noon, Neil Craig, woman
little daughter Dorothy observed her former neighbors of Spruce Head and
hater, was comfortably ensconced
fourth birthday. There are some ihe npople who summer there.
in the nurses' cottage, with both in
wonderfully attractive children of
The Julian Snow place recently
attendance.
The doctor came, set
that age in the village and most of bought by William Dennison has again
the leg, and went off grinning cheer
them were present. It would have been sold to Mr. Dennison's son Victor
fully, while Kllgray pitched his re
been very difficult to And a sweeter who will occupy it immediately.
paired tent near enough to the
sight than that group.
WiUiam Dennison has bought Mrs.
cottage so that he might be of
Hist. Supt. L. G. March of Lisbon McKay’s place and is living there.
some use to the black-haired Nina
and Rev. A. C. Kenderdine pastor of
Mrs .L. B. Smith returned Satur
Emmons.
As for Helene, the redThat will determine, often, whether or not your
haired sprite, Neil Craig fell hope the Methodist Church in Rockland, day morning from a two weeks' visit
held a service in the chapel here Sept. with relatives in Providence, R. I. It
lessly In love with her, and In the
new home will be a thing of worth and comfort or
16. Rev. Mr. Kenderdine gave a most was a well earned vacation as she
autumn there was a double wed
i
otherwise. All down the line, you’ll find highinteresting and inspiring sermon at hashed a very busy summer managing
ding.
quality materials here,at right prices.For instance—
the close of which Dlst. Supt. March Wessaweskeag Inn. It is with real
(Copyright.)
announced that he had made arrange regret, that many local epicureans will
ments for the Rev. L. E. Fowle. pastor learn that that popular little resort
Evlry Day Holy
of the M. E. Church in Rockport to will not serve shore dinners another
In the early Christian church
preach here every Sunday afternoon season as it is to be remodeled for a
,
—the fireproof wallhoard. Best there is. Pure
there were no festivals, holy days,
at 2.30. ^Accordingly last Sunday Mr. Convalescent Home under the same
gypsum rock in broad, high sheets, between tough
or Sabbaths, for, as Chrysostom
Fowle came, conducted services and management. Alterations to that
fibre paper. Permanent. Decorates perfectly. Never
says, "The whole of time is a fes
gave a very pleasing and interesting end are already under way and it is
tival unto Christians, because of the
cracks,
warps or buckles. Vermin-free. Time-tried.
sermon. He proved to be a young the sincere wish and belief of hosts
excellence of the good things whicli
man of attractive personality and of friends that it will be a very suc
have been given."
W. H. GLOVER & CO.
very sincere. His sermon was one cessful venture.

Byrd Expedition Takes
Brookfield Butter!

Swift & Company

DR. HERMANCE’S ASTHMA & HAY FEVER
MEDICINE CONQUERS ASTHMA-HAY FEVER

MINTURN
Mrs. George Turner is quite ill.
Mrs. AbneV Sadler was quite sick
last week.
Supt. E. A. Smalley ot Vinalhaven
visited the island schools last week.
Mrs. Harry Johnson has returned
from Knox Hospital, where she has
' had an operation performed on her
throat.
H. A. Johnson returned from Bos
ton Tuesday.

new boat, built by Johnson & Son. to
And her destroyed. She was to have
been launched Saturday and Friday
as the finishing touches were being
applied a tire was discovered and be
fore help could reach the island the
boat house and boat were in flames.
Conference was held at the Advent
Church Sept. 20-23, the speakers were
Rev. Samuel Clark and Rev. Lester
Spencer. The secretary of the con
ference Mrs. May Stanley visited
Mrs. Alden Stanley.
The fishermen have had a poor
week. The weather has been so bad
that it s been almost impossible to haul
traps or fish.

Mr. and Mrs. Colin Tinker who have
been living at Rockland returned to
their home here last week.
Charles Pierson, Adelbert Hutchin
son. Pearl Hutchinson and George
Richardson of Stonington visited here
I take this method of soliciting
last Saturday on business.
Mrs. Linwood Jelllson and daughter your vote for the office of constable.
are spending a few days with Anne I have been in the mule business in
Bartlett for many years, and am ex
Grant.
Great was the dismay of George perienced in the work that I am
Richardson of Stonington last Satur- asking the voters for.—Granger <Tex.
' day when he came down to get his paper.

On Rising
cup of 8ALADA TEA will clear the
brain and start the day with added vigor.

A

"SALADA”
TEA

"MARY'S OTHER HUSBAND”

Lakewood’s Play This Week Is
Great Hit*—Final Offering Opens
Monday.
J

"Mary’s Other Husband" is meet
ing with the same success at The
Lakewood Theatre as it did in New
York last season. It couldn't do
otherwise for it is screamingly
funny, and pleases any lover of clean,
wholesome, well sustained merri
ment. The story deals with the im
agination of an ambitious wife who
wishes to make her friends and rela
tives believe she has married the
most prosperous, as well as the most
perfect, man in the world. In order
to convince her uncle from the west
her husband is a business man of
wealth, she decides to give him a
dinner party and borrows curtains,
silver, dishes, linen and everything
she can think of from a cheerful
neighbor. She suddenly decides she
requires a butler and her husband is
pressed into service, his absence be
ing explained by a heavy business
appointment that kept him out of
town.
L'ncie decides to remain and meet
hubby so a husband becomes imper
ative. The obliging next door neigh
bor has a friend. He is pressed inio
service without knowing that the
gill he is engaged to marry is being
brought on by Mary's uncle.
There is no use in going any fur
ther with the actual story of "Mary's
Other Husband.” This brief synop
sis will convince you that the play is
The use of a concrete wallow for
loaded with side-splitting situations.
The dialogue is as clever as the sit hoes is an aid in keeping down worm
uations and the result is an evening infestations, provided it is properly
constructed and used.
of spontaneous merriment.—adv.
• • • •
It takes fewer eggs from October
to January to pay for a given quantitj
of grain limn at any other period of
tlie year.

who

will furnish the Materials?

from which everyone could have de
rived much benefit. A sorry feature
was the small number present. Surely
people must be painfully disinterest
ed who would miss the opportunity of
listening to men of such calibre as all
of these are. However there will be
another opportunity to hear Mr. Fowle
next Sunday afternoon at 2.30.

Farmers’ Bulletin 1564-F. "Farm
Budgeting." which ran be obtained
from tlie U. S. Department ol' Agri
culture. describes the procedure in
making a budget and the value of a
budget in deciding upon the crops and
livestock for the coming year and in
keeping a profitable system of farm
Sunday, Oct. 7 will be a big; day for ing in mind.

;

SHEETROCK

i

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
453 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 14

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

Every-Otber-Day
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In Everybody's Column

SHE’S A GOOD MILKER

THOMASTON

Finishing Touches Being Put

For Sale

FOR SALE—Glenwood cook stove, suitable
I Advertisements In this column not to ex for cottage. (’ALL 188-M.
115-tf.
ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents,
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents
FOR SALE—Fitted hard wood, $14 cord de
each for one time. 10 cents for three times. livered. Leave your or4er at 275 Main St.,
Six words make a line.
Rockland. K SALMINEN, West Rockport

Quality

Mrs. Cyrus Newbert of Gardiner is
p,tending a few days with her sister Joseph Evansky’s Holstein Is So Productive That Three
Mrs. E. K. Winchenbach.
ia our aim in preparing and
11 "1*120
Milkings a Day Are Necessary.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Shaw and
erecting our Cemetery Me
FOR SALE -Several pure bred Jersey Black
daughter Jean spent the weekend at
Lost and Found
Giant cockerels, price $5 each. ALVIN L.
morials.
II. B. Shaw’s.
MANK, North Waldoboro, Me. Star Route.
LOST—Small black female Toy dog Pome
Joseph Evansky’s Holstein cow frequently necessary to milk her
115*117
Mrs. Hattie Allen who was called to
ranian. answers to name of POM-POM. Re
Camden by the illness of her mother didn’t rease her grazing operations three times a day. It may be the
ward. CARL E. MORAN
113-117
Let ut quote prices and ad
FOR SALE—'Fifteen acres shore property
rich fodder in which she is seen so
has returned
.
m .
.ii
i . ■ situated at Arev’s Harbor In Vinalhaven. Good
the other day when a Courier-GaLOST Two boxes containing approximately
Extra pood place for lobster flshqrvise you upon the selection of
contentedly grazing, it may he af
0 old-fashioned daguerreotypes
family
Henry Chandler and family have •
niArron vno« and
nn<
am v .
whose wife takes summer boarders: or
photogxapher unstripped a fection for her proud owner, or it
j pictures, lent a few years since but not re would make nice summer home. Easy terms to
moved from the Carr building on 1
a auitabla Memorial for your
turned. Information may be left at THE COU- ;
formidable camera and aimed it at may be simply the nature of the
Address. ('. B. DAVIS, VinalMain street to p. house on Wads
RIER-GAZETPE OFFICE. Rew.rd forndnrn.
113-tf
Cemetery
Plot.
her from close range. Joseph Evan- beast.’’
worth street.
The cow gave birth to a bull calf
sky’s Holstein is too busy to waste
,
~
......
“ “ .
FOR SALE -Five-tube
Browning-Drake
LOST-Between W,ld..b..r« and Ruckl.nd a
„
,
, ,
,
TEL
Mrs. Frank Bev?**ar«* |s in failing
a month or so ago. but hasn’t allowed
Dack Great Dane with white star on chest and
health. The services of a nurse are
W. E. Doman & Son
the joys of motherhood to interfere
white feet : collar marked "Ellen P. Luquer.”
FOR SALE—Four months' old fox hound
required.
1 Reward. If found, wire collect to ROCK- pups. A. D. GUSH EE, Appleton. Me. 115*117
with the daily service that has made
Inc.
MEADOW. BEDFORD HILUS. N. Y.
115-117
The electric cars were obliged to
l ei the wonder and admiration of
FOR SALE—Parlor stove in good condition.
make their stop at the section near i
the countryside, and inspired numer
LOST—Pair of light kid doves with fancy Applv Mi SI M'AIEIS ST. or Tel. 143-M
East
Union,
Maine
tops. Friday. Reward. MRS. A. W. NYE, 23
Dr. Alden’s house for a few hours
115-11ous fancy offers which the owner
Ho’.mes St. or Nve's Repair Shop. Main St.
Monday. A large crew is at work '
has calmly reject 'd.
115-117
FOR SALE—Nice Brunswick eating apples,
laying new rails and raising the track
Authorized Distributors of
Joseph Evansky is a Polander.
dand luscious. At .1. L, LENFE.ST'S farm,
LOST -Fox terrier pup. black and white.
nlon.
Me.
ll.i*117
which is causing some inconvenience.
whose humble beginning in this
Granite and Marble
I answers to name of Timothy. Finder or any But it will all be over in a few davs
| one seeing him please notify MRS. PETER
country finds the reward of industry
FOR SALE Golden Bantam corn. A whole
'
EL
WARDS.
Llmerock
St.
Tel.
806-.I
111-116
with a much improved track.
acre just tilling out. J. L.‘ LENFEST'S farm.
in his ownership of one of the best
19T-tf
115*117
LOST—Sept. 20 tortolM rim glasses in black I nlon.. Me.
Leo baCourse and famWy have been
properties at The Meadows, a herd
leather
case.
Reward
If
returned
to
MILDRED
spending a vacation of ten days in
FOR SALE The lane Estate. Main St.,
of nine cows and a prosperous milk
OXTON. 12 Warren St. (’ail 214 through day.
New Hampshire. Vermont and Bos
114-116 Thomaston : 20 rooms, all modern, 2 bathrooms,
route. He had always been a farrrievery grave
1 double garage, 1 single garage. Large lot
ton. They returned Saturday.
j er, and with a nice farm, a nice
of land. Including house lots on Erin St. ;
Mr. and Mrs. Marston Simmons her time on trifles, for she doesn’t home and five smart daughters beapple trees and small fruits. Ideal for hotel
Wanted
and road house, hospital or apartments. Also
have returned from Detroit. Mich. consider her day’s work done until I licves all he heard in the old counhousehold furniture, carpenter’^ tools, dental
Mr. Simmons attended the Mainten she has contribute! to her owner’s' try about America’s opportunities.
WANTED - Man for steady year round job •qulpment and musical instruments. Inquire
ance of Way Railroad Convention. dairy supply 30 quarts of rich
to do general furnace setting and repairs. 6 ERIN ST.. Thomaston or Tel. 104-11. 115-117
Tlie champion milch cow which
Must be able to make pipe, elbows, angles and
They were absent two weeks.
creamy milk.
just now brings him into the spot
FOR SALE—At a bargain pony rig wagon,
understand thoroughly the work of the fur
C. W. Creighton has rented his
So heavy hangs the abnormal ud light is one he bought three years
F. FREA't II Tel
nace business. Leave vour name and refer harness and saddle. UK.
115-tf
house to Mr. Comstock, manager of der shown in the picture, that it is ago from George Kaler.
ences at the office of THE (WRIER.
115-tf It,SAY.
the First International store.
. WANTED—Experienced knitters on hand
FOR SALE Coni mid fitted wood and soft
made dip nets, good twine, good pay. Al’I'Iy to wood sawed for stove or furnace. $8. L. F.
Mrs. Agnes Clark who has been
28 THOMASTON ST. Tel. 584 K.
115-117 TOLMAN, P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-13 Rock
I
CAMDEN
guest of Mrs. John Hewett returned
Box Coat Charming
114*116
THE NEW
WANTED—Capable housekeeper. middle
to her home in Portland Saturday.
aged woman preferred. SIDNEY H. DAVIS.
FORO SALE Two lots at (’rescent Beach
Harold,
young
son
of
Mr.
and
801
and
801-A Receivers
Dr. Henry Elliot of Salem was in
i With Simple
Fort Clyde, Box 101.
115*117 and one lot on Purchase St. MRS. A. I.
IL ward Wilbur, is suffering with a
town over Sunday. He came for his
WANTED Lady of pleasing personality be \FATHKR. 1« Summer St. Tri. 1029 113-115
New,
Amazing,
Complete
broken arm the result of a fall from
Frock
children who with a hn’hsekeeper have
tween 28 and 40 years of age. for semi-profes
FOR SALE 1927 Ford roadster cheap for
sional work in Rockland and Thomaston. Also
a piazza rail while playing.
spent the summer at the doctor’s cot
one for Camden. Rockport and Warren. Good Uiick sale. TEL. 874-M.________ 113-113
The Ultimate in Radio
tage in Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester C. Nutter of
pav. steady work : hours 9 to 4 : no work Sat
FOR SALE .Motor boat bargains. Am clos
urday. Write MRS JENNIE JEWETT. 3 Pat ing out my boat business here and have some
Mr. Brawn and crew are at work
North Strafford. N. H.. are visiting
terson St.. Augusta. Maine.
114*116 niofor boats, sizes from 18 to 33 feet, all In
CARROLL’S GARAGE
removing the old bridge across the
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bean.
•minisslon and every boat a bargain. One 24
WANTED -Ford truck or (hevrolet. Will
PHONE 151
THOMASTON
Georges River at the foot of Wads
ft.
10
h.
p.
Kennebec
engine,
nice
family
boat,
Mrs. Lillian Elliott entertains the
buy or trade a Chevrolet Sedan In good order.
worth street.
97T&S109
$45 ; others $75. $90, etc'. I will sell you a boat
GEORGE W. WOOSTER, South Thomaston.
Friday Auction Club this week.
113*115 for less than they rented for this season., G.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith of Med
M. GRAY, Boothbay Harbor. P. O. Box 174.
Mrs.
Robert
Jamieson
and
Mrs.
ford Hillside spent the weekend with
WANTED -Girl or wotuau tor general house
113-115
Leo F. Strong left on the boat last
work
MRS BENIAMIN MILLER. 26 Ran
Mrs. Smith’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
FOR SALE Seven swarms of Italian bees in
night
for
a
visit
in
Boston.
kin St.
113*115
Isaac N. Young.
patent hives at a bargain. ERNEST L. STAR
WANTED At once Girl <»r woman to help RETT. Warren. Tel. I LL
Masonic Assembly in the Masonic
113-115
•Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Young of
around the house. Good pay. Phone at once
• • • •
hall Thursday evening. Music by
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
Wadsworth street are at home after
to JOHN GAMAGE 890 or 569-W
113-115
you
can
buy
copies
of
The
Courier-Gazette,
Dean’s orchestra.
two weeks’ vacation passed in Mass
WANTED Family washings and ironings.
Hi tlie home news, at Hotallug’s News
Spreads, quilts and pillows a specialty Airs. Agency. Broadway and 43 St.
achusetts and Connecticut.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie O. Pillsbury
HARRY BERMAN
E. L CHAPLES. 16 Simmons St Phone
Francis Torrey and family are visit
will entertain the San Souci Club
FOR SALE One 7-room bungalow, new;
1181-J.
113-119
TENEMENT
ing his mother Mrs. Laura Torrey.
electric lights; good cellar and water in the
Saturday at dinner and bridge.
house: 28 acres of laud and out buildings.
Lulu Simmons of Friendship has
Saturday evening the members of
Nicest scenery, on the State road to Searsport.
First
Class Condition
Miscellaneous
employment at J. Walter Strout’s.
Right across from the Penobscot Camps. Beau
San Souci Club gave a farewell party
tiful
view
of
the
Penobscot
Bay.
Will
sell
or
Miss Edna Hill is visiting her sister
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
TYPEWRITER SALE. REBUILT AND USED exchange for other property: 3 miles from
23 Maple Street
Mrs. Warren Damage in South Bris
L. Tewksbury to Mr. and Mrs. Wil
L. ('. Smith. Underwood No. 5, Rovaf, Corona Rellist.
(4WRGE M
4LUM0NS, THhon
Thoto by Kahill-Spratt Studios
tol.
Portable $22.50 to $45.00. Guaranteed. Ma avenue, Rockland. Tel. 4-W.
*
113-115
TEL. 426-M
ROCKLAND
liam G. Stover who are leaving soon
rented also New Typewriters. I.. G
Mr. Watson of Indiana is setting
Upper left, engineers putting finishing touches on the chines
FOR SALE—One cottage with out building
for their new home in Lewiston.
SMITH Ac CORONA TYPEWRITERS. INand
1
acre
of
land.
Lays
right
near
the
shore.
up machinery for the Eastern Manu
108-tf
Dinner and auction was enjoyed and I 50,000,000 candlepower flood light by Which planes land on the
100 Exchange St,. Portland. Me.
115-11
Nice fishing and would make a nice cottage or
facturing Co. at the State Prison.
Mr. and Mrs. stover were presented
Portland
Airport
in
Scarboro
after
dark.
Upper,
mechanics
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given that the hen farm. Buildings lu first class shajte. Lo
The Chataneet Club will meet
of A. H. Ricktt. deceased, have notified cated at Pleasantville, Warren, Me. (»EORGE
with a handsome ivory boudoir lamp
t
R j th machjne shops on one of the airport planes. heirs
M. SIMMONS, Tillson avenue, Rockland. Tel.
the Rockland Savings Bank that Look of 'I
Thursday with Mrs. Marceline Stone.
113-113
posit
13476. issued by said Bank to said 4-W.
The Legion Auxiliary will have a
Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs. | Lower, near view of the airport snapped from a plane in flight A. II. No.
Ricker. D lost and that they wish to
FOR SALE—One house, ell and barn con
cooked food sale Friday afternoon at
obtain a duplicate thereof. ROCKLAND nected
Frank H. Wilbur.
over the hangar.
Llmerock St; in first class repair
SAVINGS BANK, by E. IL Spear. Treas Rock outside on
R. W. Walsh’s store.
and in : 5 ur 6 acres of land. Would Home work. Only experienced mak
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Perkins of
109*T-ll
Portland Airport.—The Air Meet, | ‘Tor those who do not know the land Maine. Sept. 11. 1928.
make a nice hen farm or berry farm. Right
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Robinson of
Bath visited Mrs. Willis Pitcher to be held Saturday and Sunday, Sept, location of the field,” Chairman Phil
bcVtN KUL'NUS CLIPPINGS tor pat h- in the city. City water or well water that never ers who will furnish good work
Lynn, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Nathan
Sunday.
28-29, to open officially the Portland lips M. Payson, president of the Port work. Extraordinary value! Send no money goes dry. Electric lights through out the promptly need apply OLD SPARCopeland.
Regular meeting of Maiden Cliff Airport will find everything ready at land Airport Corporation, said, “it is j
nfuX.i ''saftl.kr buildings. Well worth the money. GEORGE HAWK MILLS, So. Portland, Me.
M SIMMONS. Tillson atenue. Rockland. Tel.
Henry Knox Chapter. R.A.M., will
Rebekah Lodge tomorrow evening.
105-116
113-113
‘
_
‘
‘
“
1
"
’
“
*
—
**"
‘
‘
1UTG.
CO..
DepL
6,
WUtaan.
mum
114*119 4 W.
.Maine
’
s
first
airport
to
welcome
the
just
off
the
State
Highway
next
to
have work and inspection Friday eve
All roads lead to the Union Fair public of the State and show them the Willowdale Country Club and
AMBITIOUS MEN—BOYS—If yi'il want to
FOR SALE—On.' laim ia Koegvllle. on till
ning. Inspection will he by the dis
Wednesday and many from here are
aviation at its latest and most up-to- about half way between the Pine earn goal wages and be Independent learn our State mat): li.iilillngM ia good shape, large
trict deputy grand high priest. Sup
planning to attend.
complete barber course from A to Z. tools In l.am one story l.lgli; CO gcrea of berry land,
date. because the executive commit Point road to Old Orchard and the cluded. Fall class now formbic. toom for in lots of apple trees and a good lot of wood,
per, will he served at G.30 o’clock at
Regular meeting of Megunticook
HOT AIR FURNACES
tee. the majority former World War road at Oak Hill to Prout’s Neck."
more. Call or write Maine's largest, best fins about III tons of hay. Farming took and
50 cents per plate.
Grange tomorrow evening.
Wood and Coal Burning
school.
VAl'GRN'S
BARBhK evertlblng lo do business with. Ought to get
Mr. Payson also declared that the e.iulpped
pilots, have completed plans to reguA special meeting of the Baptist
SCHOOL. T4 Middle SI . Portland.
1'1~.*1H1 berries enough to pay for one half of it the
There will be regular meeting and
$80.00 up
/ate traffic and make parking easy invitations to operators of planes to
Brst
year.
OEOIHIE
M.
SIMMONS,
Tillson
Mission Circle will be held this aft
election of officers Of the American
VIRGIN WOOL—Yam for sale by manufac avenue. Tel 4-\Y.
113-115
within sight of the aerial perform attend the Air Meet are being ac 'urer
Write for circulars. Special prices
at
bargain.
Samples
free.
11
A.
liAKT
ernoon at 2 o’clock at the parsonage
Legion Auxiliary of Arey-Heal Post
cepted in increasing numbers.
ances.
.
on Stoves and Heaters
FOR SALE—Tlilrty-seten acres of land at
LETT. Harmony. Maine.
102-11
to plan for the entertainment of the
_ . at 7.30
< .'liter, lagn. right side of the
“We are going to have,” be con
The way to the field will be plainly
BUY NOW AND SAVE $25 on new u .lhoard Lincolnville
basket meeting of the association to
MAINE FUpNACE COMPANY
1 The ladies of the Methodist so marked along the Saeo-Portland State tinued, “the finest showing of planes I motor.
main
road.
Will
sell
or
exchange
for
other
May be seen at Yeazie's Hardware property. tlKORHK M SIMMONS, Tillson
Bangor, Me. 97T115
be held in Thomaston Oct. 3.
ciety wHl meet at the vestry Wed
Highway on both sides. Directors of ever gathered together in New Eng ! Stine I. A, THI KSTIIX T. i 1159. 105 If
enue. Rockland. Tel. -1-W.
113-11
Mr. and Mrs. George Crane of
nesday afternoon.
PAINTING.
PAPER
HANGING,
MASON
traffic will be stationed at frequent; land. We have found that the avia
FOR SALE—One hit of land with two buildWaterville were at the home of E. P.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Singleton and intervals to prevent congestion and tion industry intend to do everything ! 77dams st ^el’ isi-.T'
To Let
C<mt”f.-tf
u’S in first class repair on Tillson avenue,
Starrett Sunday. Mr. Crane was the
Miss Jean Singleton returned Mon to aid the spectators to arrive
oiild make a good garage, repair shop or
TO LET—A warm, clean tenement, for small
in
their
power
to
show
aviation
at
its
„
0CK
ANP
c
I
me
WT
WORK,
elitor
wa
lb
"
-i:ge m simm-ins
engineer in charge of the building of
day to their home in Brooklyn. New promptly. The new three-way Town
family. MABEL S. RAWLKY. 130 Main St.
best to the residents of Maine. Every built and repaired: all kinds of lawn work Tillson avenue. Tel. 4-W.
113-11" Tel. 383-J.
115-tf
the Mill River bridge.
York, after passing the summer in Road into the airport is now in per
by the dav or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
kind
of
plane
and
every
kind
of
fly

FOR
SALE
House
and
barn,
10
acres
of
Herbert E. Newbert and Stanley
TO LET—Furnished house for rent at
Camden.
105-tf land at Rockport, Me. Good cheap house;
fect condition to meet all require ing will be on exhibition here the last TON, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
Martinsville.
Me.,
the
Ogier
Place.
Inquire
of
Kalloch spent the weekend in Boston.
Several from this place will attend ments.
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES apple trees, berries. Price right. GEORGE M H. E. MASON, 15 J’rospect St., North Leo
Friday and Saturday of September."
The first meeting of the Men’s
and estates: up-to-<late property. In the gar
IM.MONS, Tillson avenue. Rockland. Tel minster, Mass.
the State meetings of the Odd Fel
115-117
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Ray. Write W4-.
1
113-113
Community Brotherhood will be held
low bodies to he held in Bangor, |
TO LET—Three room furnished apartment,
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
at the Congregational vestry Oct. 9.
Oet. 15. 16 and 17.
fast. Me.
103-tf you can buy copies of Tlie Courier-Gazette, rent reasonable. Adults only. MRS. E. K.
SEARSMONT
8TROUT, 45 Crescent St.
115-117
WALDOBORO
The American Legion Auxiliary
A telegram received from Red I
ith the home news, at Hotaling’s News
—Reliable stuck uf Pair goods a
F. W. Cunningham ani Merrill ’bpLADIES
TO LET—Five room house with new double
will hold a cooked food sale at Mr.
Cross headquarters gives Camden’s |
Agency. Broadway and 43 St.
Rockiflnd Hair
23* Main St. Mai
where
garage:
near
car
line.
Inquire
at
DORMAN
S
IV. L. Sessions who has been the Cushman are in Presqu
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 105-tf
Walsh’s store next Friday afternoon,
Tjuota for the West Indies and FlorFOR SALE—House lots with garden space SHOE STORE. Tel. 259-J.
114-tf
ness in
Myrna Loy
ida relief fund as »350. They ask if | finest of Dr. and Mrs. M. L. Palmer, they have employment,
RLFINISHING CARS by spr,y system, anj on North Main St. and some on Maverick St
beginning at 2 o’clock. The Auxili
TO LET—Furnished kitchenette apartment,
I has returned to his home in Framing- a thing of the past here and outside color: storage. J. A. STEVENS A SON Me L. A. THURSTON, Rockland. Tel 1159.
ary recently gave a copy of “The
Ul-tf heated, all modern improvements, on Oak St.
105-tf
YRNA LOY, Warner star, now | they may count on Camden to do its | ham. Mass.
of a few men working on the roads Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 12 M
Rent very reasonable. Apply ERNEST C.
Story of the Second A. E. F." to the
part. Subscriptions are being re
FOR SALE -Show cases, counters, scales
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING bargains
114-tf
appearing in **Statc Street
Mr. and Mrs Carroll T. Cooney ac- there is not a day’s work for any small and large, summer homes and resi Victor and Edison Phonographs, writing desk DAVIS.
Public Library.
The September
ceived by the secretary Miss M. E.
one.
and
those
who
depend
on
thei**
Sadie
”
is
herself
the
creator
of
this
TO
LET
—
‘
Comfortable
furnished
room,
well
and
bookcase.
C.
M.
COOK,
71
Tillson
Ave.
|companied
their
tw-a.s
to
I
..i
apsdences.
mountain,
river
or
lake.
Copy
free
Bartlett.
meeting was held last Friday evening
heated in winter. MRS. E. H. ROSE. 100
110*11
105-tf
Exeter Academy. Ext ter. N. H . where daily labor for support are wondering ORRIN J DICKEY, Belfast. Me.
at Mrs. Russell Gray’s home. A cor chic sport outfit of white linen. The
Union
St.
114*116
dress is a one-piece garment trimmed
what the outcome will be.
FOR SALE OR .TO LET—Modern 6 room
WANTED—Kitchen girl at WINDSOR HO
I they will at; end si a- ol.
dial invitation is extended to all
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3 rooms,
ROCKPORT
94-tf house on Broadway. First class condition,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McCuTlom TEL.
eligible women to join; mothers, with red. The coat is a box four
Mrs.
Melissa
Davis
and
Miss
Available
Sept. 15. No garage. MRS. F. W toilet, shed, cellar and piazza, with electricity,
button coat. A red and white tam
WANTED
—
Your
summer
cottage
adver

gus
and hot water. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
who
has
employment
in
Augusta
J’OWERS. Phone 74.
108-tf
wives, daughters and sisters of mem.
Mrs. Ellen Conant of Rockland was (Blanche Gross hav-- l--n in A -ton.
tised In this column, If for rent or sale. Try
completes this charming outfit
113-tf
were at their home here Sunday.
hers of any Legion Post are elegihle.
FOR
SALE
Mill
slabs.
4
foot
long,
$6.50
Mass.,
calif
d
there
by
the
d
-"
l
of
It
and
notice
the
many
replies
you
get.
Mrs.
William
a recent guest
TO LET—Furnished heated room in private
62-tf stove length, $8; also apple barrels and lum
Rev.
Miss
Cash,
pastor
of
the
M.
The local membership is now 26:
Mrs.
Davis'
brother-in-law.
Austin
family.
106
UNION
ST.
Tel.
84-.1.
113-115
Whitney.
WHEN IN NEW YOKK—Rintenilir tlmt her. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
E. Church here, has organized an
Clara. \\ illiams, Olive Brazier, Harriet
92-tf
Miss Hazel Wall returned Friday Williams.
TO LET— Six rooms and bath, suitable for
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
CUSHING
Epworth
League
whicn
is
meeting
M illiams, Doris Brazier Spear. I.e2 or 3 adults. Inquire llll NORTH MAIN ST.
Mr.
and
Mrs
John
T.
flay
were
in
FOR SALE
from the Knox Hospital and her
with the home news, at Hotaling’s News
Tel. 2J-M.
113-115
with
success.
It
is
hoped
everyone
in
titia Starrett, Olive McPhail, Nellie
Nice
new
house
In
the
South
End,
5
rooms
Agency,
Broadway
and
43
SL
many friends are gratified to learn | Portland last week,
Homer Marshall is mourning the
and bath, all modern.
this vicinity will encourage their
TO LET Five room tenement at 42 Fulton
Benner. Martha Cogan, Lois Creigh
that
she
is
making
steady
progress
Mrs.
William
C.
Flint
has
returned
Six
rooms,
all
modern,Broadway,
south.
St.,
after
OK
10.
MRS
CHARLES
Mcchildren to attend, also come them
ton. Adelaide Hanley, Mary Berg, loss of his pet eat which had to he towards recovery
Six rooms, all modern, Broadway, north
from Portland.
AULIFFE, 42 Fulton St., Rockland, Me.
selves
ar.d
help
in
the
good
work
Kate Linnell, Margaret -Stewart, Car killed after having been in contact
New
house,
3
rooms,
all
modern,
off
Broad
113*115
Miss Nellie Payson who has been
Mrs. Medora Perry. Mrs. Annie and not leave it all to the girl pas
way.
rie Carroll, Hazel Anzaione, Eleanor with a porcupine.
TO LET House at 10 LAl’IlEL ST.
113-tf
Also a number of gotfd lots In all parts of
Emerson Perkins of Warren was at spending a few weeks in town re Thompson and Miss Angela Perry are tor.
Gray, Maryon Benner. Nellie Brazier,
the city, $300 and up.
turned
Sunday
’
to
Washington.
D.
C
TO LET—Office, also room for automobile
on
a
motor
trip
to
Boston.
I
am
also
In
the
market
for
good
cottage
Anna Brazier. Avis Brazier, Isadore D. I.. Maloney’s Sunday.
storage
on
Lindsey
St.
MRS.
A.
B.
CROCK

Several
in
thia
vicinity
have
been
Harry Doherty of Roslindale, Mass.,
Miss Bernice Dority of Stonington, accompanied by her mother Mrs. H
at Crescent Beach, camp on the outskirts of ETT, 754 Main St.
113-113
de Winter. Mary Crie, Edith Clark.
afflicted with the epidemic of colds
L
Payson
who
will
remain
there
I
is
lhe
guexl
o
f
Harold
W.
Fland-rs,
ity
;
also
small
farm
near
town.
TO LET—Tenement on Masonic St., all
Edna Smith, Adella Kirkpatrick, Jes who is teaching at South Thomaston, during the winter.
T. J. FOLEY
I Mr. and Mrs. Robey Wiley have that has prevailed here but most of ' A 25-acre Airport Farm 01 the
modern Improvements, one of the best loca
Real Estate and Insurance
sie Stewart. Pass your name to any spent the weekend at H. J. Marshall's.
Mrs. B. H. Paul left Sunday to I closed their camp at Martin’s Point them are improving now.
tions
In city, near school, with or without
Cotrinne
Maloneyof
Thomaston
Tel. 772-M.
Rockland, Me,
banks of the Oyster River; also
one of these, and you will receive
visit relatives in Norway for a few|an(j wjn spend the winter at Mrs.
Bert E. Cunningham called on
107-tf garage, rent reasonable. Inquire KlTTREDtiE
PHARMACY.
113-115
application for membership and in was at home Sunday.
friends at Moody Mountain Sunday. J good for an Inn. Modern 8-room
I Nellie Overlock's.
FOR SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Main
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Boynton who days.
TO LET—Board and rooms at 17 WATER
rdue time a card for the calendar year
The
Nitsumsosum
Club
was
very
I
Ernsley
Betts
and
Miss
Muriel
Fred
Robbins
has
newly
shingled
1
St..
Rockport
at
a
bargain.
Hot
water
heat
113*113
Bungalow, spring water; 30 apple
1929. The food sale Friday is to aid have spent tlie greater part of the pleasantly entertained Monday eve-I Brooks of Waltham. Mass., were and otherways repaired his farm
electric light and bath. 1 minute from car line ST.
(’. S. GARDNER. Rockport. Me.
105-tf
FOR SALE—For the next 30 days every
the Library building fund and the rummer at their farm here returned ning at the home of Mrs. Marie Bis*- I weekend guests of Mrs. Ralph Morse, buildings.
and
pear
trees;
beautiful
scenery.
to their home in Middlehoro, Mass.,
PINE CONES—Large size and fragrant, person that comes to my vinegar plant, Sim
general fund, one-half of the pro
bee.
[Mrs. Freda Jackson Caswell who has
Oscar Googins is putting the wa- I
from New Hampshire woods, picked and sent onton farm. West Rockport, can have my full
ceeds to each, and the committee Friday,.
Address
ELLA
P.
LEWIS
Mrs.
Olive
McPhail,
Thomas
Me-I
been
spending
two
weeks
with
Mrs.
fresh
after receipt of order. A two-bushel strength vinegar at 29 cents a gallon. JAMES
John Taylor of Natick. Mass., and
ter from his well into the house and j
112-tf
asks your patronage.
bag sent parcel postage prepaid to any part H. SrMONTOOX.
R.,D. Thomaston, Me.
cousin Mrs. Susie Bicknell of Clifton- Phail, Mrs. Martha Carter and Oliver Morse, returned with them.
is also making some repairs on his
of U. S. only $1. Send to DOUGLAS PHIL
TO LET—Three furnished rooms for light
Matthews
of
Thomaston
were
guests
I
Shirley
dross
of
New
Bedford,
dalc were in town a few days recently
115*lt
BROOK, Phllhrook Farm, Shelburne, N. H.
housekeeping, modern. Adults only. MILTON
_ Hand colored Christmas cards, at H. I,. Killeran's. and calling on sev Sunday of Mrs. Josephine Bohndell. I Mass., has been visiting Mrs. Cora buildings.
91*tf GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St. Tel. 373-M.
112-tf
Mr. <5obb of the firm known as '
lined envelopes, assortment boxed eral of their old friends here.
Kenneth Brown of Hartford, Conn., I Nash.
FOR SALE—300 cords finest fitted and
TO LET—Furnished or unfurnished apart
Cobb
&
Paine
has
a
new
’
auto.
50 cents dozen.
Pillsbury’s.—adv.
chunk hard wood. Will deliver free anywhere ment at 85 Masonic St. TEL. 989-M. 112-117
'William Maxwell went to ’ tton Mrs. Maude Dutch of Belfast was
Mrs. Fannie Roblshaw has employ hM been in town a few days.
in Knox County, in amounts of one cord or
114-115
TO LET—If you are looking for three nice
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Dean and Mr. Sunday night returning Monday with
ment at Black & Gay's canning fac
more if ordered immediately. Now Is the furnished
rooms for light housekeeping with
and Mrs. Raymond Watson and son a Ford car for the Waldoboro G.irege. the guest Sunday of her father
proper time to lay in your winter supply, private bath,
tory, Thomaston.
all modern conveniences, rent
Call Rockland 67-M or write R. 1’. CONANT very reasonable,
Mr. and Mrs. John Austin of Win of Rockland were guests Sunday of I Dr. George H. Coombs is in Burl Charles Bryant.
RAZORVILLE
apply 69 NORTH MAIN ST.
Ac SON, South Hope.
103-tf Tel 1U-2.
The
town
is
putting
In
a
nice
piece
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Huntley.
I
ington,
Vt.,
this
week.
112-tf
throp. Mass., have been at E. B. Hart's
FOR
SALE
—
A
few
bushels
fancy
Cobbler
of
State
aid
road
connecting
from
Mrs.
Cacildia
Cain
has
received
I
A.
daughter
was
born
to
Mr.
and
TO LET—Five room apartment, modern ; fire
Irvin Hibbert who passed his vaca the past few weeks. Mr. Austin is
potatoes. Best for Immediate use or winter. place
and garage : also small rent of 6 rooms.
tion in town with relatives returned soon to be retired from the Railway- fiom Adelbert Corson a gift of $5.00 I Mrs* Bernard Kuhn of Rockland Wed the village to where they left off last
rice $1 per bushel, subject to change with
REGULATION SIZE WITH
out notice. Call Rockland 67-M R. F MRS A. H. PILLSBURY, Thomaston. 111-tf
at the Britt Hos year, about 3-4 of a mile on the Lib
Saturday to his place of business at Mail service, after which lie plans to for the organ blower fund of the |nesda^’ SeP*TO LET—Furnished apartment of five rooms,
CONANT Ac SON, South Hope, Me.
103
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
pital.
erty line. This town raised as much
build a bungalow on his lot at Hart's Methodist church.
Windsor, Vt.
all modern conveniences. Inquire at THE
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick ELMS.
The Waldoboro High School opened money for the road this year as for
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker
199-tf
A. E. Johnston is at his farm for a shore.
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
Mr. and Mrs. G. I. Young of Belfast and Miss Ruth Orbeton were in Sept. 10 with an enrollment «>f 61 merly raised in five years. Some
few days making preparations for
TO LET—Five room furnished apartment
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
students,
an
increase
of
seven
over
LAW
murmered
at
the
silght
raise
in
spent tlie weekend in town.
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber with garage. ALICE FULLER, 23 Linden St.
winter.
Orono Saturday and Sunday, guests
108-tf
last year. Earle fepear. the principal taxes but will forget it when they
JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14 105-tf
Mrs. Mary Crute is boarding with of Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Ryan.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hibbert made
$4.50
per
1000
Sheets
and
Miss
Knowlton
and
Miss
Moun

TO LET— Five room flat with modern Im
ride
over
the
road,
especially
in
the
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs, 4-ft. length
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Beckett.
two trips to Augusta Saturday.
Encouraging reports are being re
or fitted to order. Furnace wood a specialty. provements, also garage. 10 PLEASANT ST.
For Pound Siza
Miss Jessie Smith has returned ceived from Mrs. Edgar P. Shibles tain, assis ants last year, have re spring, when it usually is so bad as
Winfield Savage Is suffering from
107-tf
HAROLD l’EASE, Warren. Me. Tel. 10-21
Postage 15 Cents Additional
sumed teaching. There are 20 in the to be almost impassabl.e
94*105-tf
a badly strained stomach, received from a visit to Boston.
who is in the Madigan Memorial
entering
class
and
live
seniors
and
14
Mrs. Haltie Ames leaves this week Hospital. Houlton, recovering from
while loading lumber.
FOR SALE—Dodge sedan. Inquire ROCK
For Sale
juniors taking the commercial course.
LAND COAL COMPANY.
105
Several here saw the airplanes on for Hartford. Conn., where she is to an automobile accident.
$2.75
per
500
Sheets
At
recent
class
meetings,
the
follow

SPECIAL FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long
their trip from the Augusta airport spend the winter with her son Leslie.
The Trytohelp Club met Monday ing officers were elected: Senior class,
Postage 10 Cents Additional
House well arranged for a doctor: 7 rooms
per cord, stove length $8. $1 less In Thomas
G. E. Newbert of Warren was in evening at the ladies jfarlor of the
to Bangor.
witli bath, also 2 rooms extra for office and
For each additional 1000 sheets
ton. Also laths $6.50 and $7.00 per M. L.
president, Louise Creamer: vice presiwaiting room. Heat in every room. KeflnMr. and Mrs.- Stanley Jones visit town Saturday.
Baptist church.
PACKARD,
Warren,
Me.
105
ordered at same time, add to the
„
.dent, Celia Whitehouse; secretary,
Clyde Wineapaw and Mrs. Lillian
ished inside and out: flhe cement cellar.
ed friends in China Sunday.
(apt. Ernest Torrey ieft Monday | M1;dl.ei, French;
SUr.-r, Cora
FOR SALE—A very fine canvas covered, Cash or easy *erms, $3,806. Must be sold at
price of first 1009. 14.00 and ii
square stern, Oldtown canoe. Perfect condi* once.
Mrs. Sarah Shattuck is staying Vannah of Waldoboro were in town for Boston after a brief visit at his Hoak. Junior class, president, Maude
cents postage for each 1000.
tion. used very little, almost new. CoppOT
Standard FI
One farm, fine house and large barn with
with her daughter Mrs. Savage a few Sunday.
home on Union street. He was ac Burns; vice president. Kenneth Sasponsons. Inquire ERNEST C. DAVIS.
60 acres land, field cutting 40 tons hay, bal
A. C. Campbell and family are to
days.
companied by Mrs. Torrey who will bourin; secretary, Lowell Wallace;
103-tf ance land In pasture and wood, buildings only
motor
to
New
York
this
week
where
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
Mrs. Edith Overlock has gone to
remain in Boston for several Weeks treasurer, Dorothy Stevens. Sopho
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood; fitted soft 23 years old: fine water, lights, and cetmr
For Half Pound Size
Kennebunk to visit her cousin Mrs. they are to spend the winter.
wood slabs $8; also lumber. T. J. CARROLL, under house and barn. Must be sold at once,
Next Thursday is the date of the more class, president, Oriana Barter:
Dr.
H.
I..
Elliot
of
Salem.
Mass.,
mo

at very low price, $3,500. Near Rockland on
P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
Postage 10 Cents Additional
Blanch Johnston and aid in the care
benefit bridge party for the Public vice president. Rosalind Kaler* secre
103-tf fine road.
of her aunt Mrs. Etta Simpson who tored here Friday for his family which Library to be given by Mrs. Herbert tary. Floyd Hilton; treasurer. Albert
House and new garage. 6 rooms and bath,
has been spending the summer at
For M Plates
TO LET—Five room tenement at 41 Llme large lot land: furnace, bath. Must be sold
is ill.
Mann and Mrs. Ernest Patterson at Hoffses. Freshman class, president,
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
rock street. Apply on premises. TEL. 982.
Montpelier, returning Monday.
at once, Frederick street.
With Gl Graphotype and Cabinet
103-tf
Rooming house partly furnished. 15 large
Postage 10 Cents Additional
Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Peck of Wood- the home of Mrs. Mann on Central Kenneth Hilton; vice president, Jane
When binding tlie neck of a dress,
Ilider; secretary. Mildred Brooks;
TO LET—Modern apartments. Best location. rooms. It has two light housekeeping apart
For each additional 1000 sheets
All Complete
bridge. Conn., Mr. and Mrs. George street.
ments,
paying $33 month. Price complete,
use a double bias fold about threeAPPLY
CUTLER-COOK
CO.
105-tf
Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Steward and | treasurer. Wilbur Hilton.
ordered at same time, add to the
Andrews of Orange, Conn., have been daughter
$5,500.
fourths of an inch wide when folded.
Alice and Mr. and Mrs.
price of first 1000, $3.50 and 10
House—Five rooms, all latest Improvements
As
new,
in
original
pack

ir. town for a week, guests of Mr. and
Place the raw edge along the neck
with fine cellar and garage. To he sold ut
Alvin Bowden motored to Augusta I Nerve Specialist—You must give
cents postage for each 1000.
$3,600.
edge of the garment with the binding 1 Mrs. (I. F. Osier.
ings. At a bargain. If in
Sunday.
| up your cocktails and night clubs
H. M. de ROCHEMONT once,
Fine house on Camden street, known as
lying on the right side. Stitch about
and you must stop smoking.
Oxton
Tea Room. Large house and barn ; three
The lioetor entered his reception
terested write to
a quarter inch from the edge. Turn
acres land, suitable for overnight camps.
We learn with relief that diparaxy-1 Lady—But I don’t do any of those
and found a typical old maid
...
,
. ,
Small house. Two rooms with open chamber
PLUMBING,
HEATING
the binding over and baste down, room
and a hard-boil-d gentleman await- blfiuanldlne is a substance used in] things,
and gnrnge with lot of land for $450.00. Can
witliotit turning in the folded edge. ing his ministrations. Turning to his vulcanizing rubber. On first meeting
pay for It in rent.
Specialist—And I will give you a
106
Pleasant
Street
Rockland
Stitch again on the right side, close
Two family house, Creek, Thomaston. Can
•lie
physician
asked, I ,lle "ord we feared it was something letter to my friend Sir Julius llronpay
for in rent.
to tlie first stitching. This catches attendant
Rockland, Maine
Telephone 244-W
Whieh came first—the lien or tlie l»»*Fted Into the gin recently ae- son. He will prescribe for your loss
V. F. STUOLEY
the binding at the back and makes a yegg ?"—J udge.
i qui: cd by a friend.—Life.
of memory.—l’unch.
69 Park Street
103-tf
neat, firm finish.

On Portland Airport For Meet

Stewart-Warner
RADIO

FOR RENT

Braided Rug Makers

M

FOR SALE

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

FOR SALE
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SOCIETY
In addition to personal notes recording de*
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social tyappenmgs. parties, musicals, etc. Notea sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
rtLERHONE ............................................... 770

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Greene enter
tained the Philharmonic Quartet at
their home, James street, recently.
The wives were present also.
It
was the first rehearsal of the season,
and instrumental as well as vocal
music constituted the evening’s en
tertainment.
Refreshments
were
served, and all enjoyed the evening
to the utmost.

Henry Marsh and Ralph Fowler
who are attending Higgins Classical
Institute spent the weekend at their
respective homes.

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird who have
been the guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Clarke B. Frost, in Lisbon, N. H., have
returned home.

Mrs. Martha Spear is at the home of
Mrs. Alice E. Robbins, 20 Maple
street, for the winter.

Dr. and Mrs. R. W. Bickford. Mrs.
Louise Bickford Sylvester and sons
Richard and John left Saturday by
motor for New York City. Dr. Bick
Miss Ruth Cobh left Sunday night
ford expects to return in about a
for her home in St. Louis.
week, but Mrs. Bickford will remain
with her daughter for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Greene were
weekend visitors in Portland return
Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow’
ing Sunday night.
and family closed their Treasure
Point Farm Friday and are at their
Mrs. Guy S. Lord of North Bridg home, 26 Talbot avenue, for the win
ton is visiting relatives and friends ter.
if this city for a few weeks.
Mrs. Ralph Hanscom is at the Knox
Mr. and Mrs. John L. 'Foley of Hospital where she underwent a sur
Boston have been passing their va gical operation Saturday.
cation at Camp Komfort, Glenocve.
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Follett spent the
weekend at Lakewood.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford C. Melvin
and Mr. and Mrs. Milton T. French
Mr. and Mrs. E. Wesley Thurston
of this city and Mrs. J. Chester Mel have moved from Stanley Lane to the
vin of Simonton, motored to Lowell, Ernest C. Davis tenement at 117
Mass., Saturday to attend the fu North Main street which has recently
neral of Mrs. Hannah Melvin Mills. been completed.

Mrs. Katherine Simmons is in
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bartlett of The
North ’Bridgton visiting for a few Highlands are receiving congratula
\veeks.
tions on the birth of twins. The new
comers have been named Earl and
As motor guests to attend the Barbara.
Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs
at ’Belgrade Lakes last Thursday,
Mrs. Frederick Disch and son Fred
Mrs E. M. Lawrence in her Lincoln erick Edwin and mother-in-law Mrs.
car carried Mrs. Ida Simmons, Mrs. Frederick Disch who have been guests
Jeannette Dunton, Mrs. Etta Sanborn of Capt. and Mrs. E. L. Morris at The
and Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, conven Highlands left Thursday Ifor their
tion delegates. Despite the constant home in Scotch Plains N. J.
downpour the wonderful lake scen
ery, the address of Mrs. John F.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Noyes of
Sippel of Baltimore, the friendly so Quincy, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
ciability, the hotel luncheon and the Mrs. A. A. Jameson at The High
additional 30 mile trip for tea at lands.
the Kineowatha camps through Far
mington to Wilton, were memorable
Miss Dorothy Greenlaw’ spent the
high spots in a delightful day.
weekend at her home in Pemaquid.
'.Mrs. II. L. Higgins is visiting Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles MacDon
Everett Higgins in Seal Harbor, Mt. ald of the First Baptist Church had
Desert.
as guests Sunday several of their
former Auburn parishioners, in the
Mrs. S. H. Webb Jeaves Friday for party being Mr. and Mrs. True and
Boston where she will visit her daugh son Malcolm. Mrs. Edwards, Mrs.
ter. Mrs. Emily Webb. She will then Drew, Mrs. Williams, Mrs. Richards,
motor to Berlin, N. II., to visit her Mrs Robinson and Mr. ^and Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. Mavland Morse.
Walter Pitcher.
Morning service
was attended and a delightful after
The McNamara home on Masonic noon was spent with the MacDon
street was enlivened over the weekend alds. Mr. and Mrs. Idtcher, Mrs.
by the presence of several members Richards and Mrs. Robinson re
of the family who came from away—
mained for tlie evening service.
Miss Helen McNamara from Eagle
Rock. Va.. Miss Alice McNamara, a
The opening bridge party of the
Uiiicher in the Abraham Lincoln series the BPW Club intends to run
School. Boston; John McInnis who is
during the fall and winter season
at Harvard Law School for his senior
was held Friday evening with Mrs.
year; and Miss Antonia McInnis who
Maude Hallowell in charge and was
is teaching in the Roxbury Memorial
very successful, there being five
High School for Girls in Roxbury,
tables. Four prizes were presented.
AJass.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Drury, who
have been spending their honeymoon
in this city, have returned to Provi
dence.

William Wood has returned to
Boston where lie is a student at tlie
Massachusetts -Institute of Technol
ogy.

Mrs. Helen Paladino is hostess at
Mrs. Nellie Follett, formerly of this
city, has moved from Commonwealth a bridge party to be given this eve
avenue, Boston, to 69 Gainsborough ning at Grand Army Hall under the
auspices of the auxiliary of Sons of
street in the same city.
Union Veterans.
•Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dyer who
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon re
Imve been in Massachusetts for the
summer are at their Warren street turned Thursday from a motor trip
through Canada, a continuation cf
heme.
the trip to St. Stephens, N. B., to at
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Munsey ga\e tend the Rotary Conclave.
a dinner party to 20 guests Friday
Mrs. Marian G'^en and daughter
'evening at the Community Sweet
Shop which proved to be a surprise Barbara Ann who have been guests
affair to celebrate the birthday of Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. McIntire,
i L. N. Lawrence and also the wedding Llmerock street, have returned to
anniversary of the Lawrences. The their home in Lynn. Mass.
Sweet Shop set forth one of its
Mrs. Percy Bradford of Lewiston
I choicest chicken dinners, the re| mainder of the evening being devoted has been the guest of Rockland rela
1 to music and dancing. Mr. and Mrs. tives the past week.
.Lawrence received many gifts.
Mrs. Charles K. Philbrick of Dark
»
---Mr. and Mrs. R. ,L. Jones arrived Harbor is leaving today for Portland
last evening from an extended visit in where she will enter Dr. Drummond's
Massachusetts where they were hospital on State street for treat
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hale ment.
i ip Boxford. Mr. and Mrs. Richard MeMr. and Mrs. E. Roy Smith of
Elligott in Lynn, Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Xlaxcy in Dunstable, and Mrs. Ralph Medford, Mass., were in Thomaston
and Rockland a few days last week,
Merrill in Newtonville.
the quests of relatives.
William Flanagan has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cables. Mr.
Lewiston after spending two weeks'
vacation with his parents, Mr. and and Mrs. Milton Rollins and two
Mrs. John H. Flanagan, Willow street. children motored to Burnham Sun
day.
Miss Mabel F. Lamb and Miss Mar
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Southard re
' garet Stahl are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
L. E. Moulton in Auburn while at turned
Sunday
from Winthrop.
tending the Universalist centennial in Mass., their trip there being occa
Aat city.
sioned to view’ Mary Elizabeth, the
new daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Miss Alma Nutt has returned from Taylor (Bessie Southard), horn Sept.
Barre, Vt., where she was the guest 17.
I of friends last week.
Miss Jennie Blackington is spend
Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker enter ing the week in. Camden.
tained her Sunday School class Sat
urday at a picnic party at Lucia
Mrs. Maggie Graves is at her home
reach.
on Gay street after being at the
Knox Hospital for several weeks for
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Brewster have treatment, and is now’ able to he up
returned from their honeymoon trip and about a part of each day.
and are at the home of Mrs. Grace
Black, Talbot avenue, until about Get.
Herbert Karl of Waterboro, Miss
1st when they will occupy their new Georgia Brown, Miss Anna Brown
feme in Camden.
and Herbert Brown of Woodfords
were recent guests of Mrs. Annie
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Pendleton and Thomas at The Highlands.
children Raymond and Margaret
spent the weekend in Islesboro, the
Mrs. Boyce Thomas of Hartford,
guests of relatives.
Conn., arrives tomorrow to be the
gqest of Mr. Thomas’ mother, Mrs.
Last Monday night the home of Annie Thomas at The Highlands.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Greene,
Beacon street, was the scene of a
Mrs. Amanda Choate is confined
happy family party. Mrs. Greene to her home by an attack of grippe.
had been visiting her old home at
Owl’s Head, and upon her return, in
Mrs. Thomas E. Shea arrived Sat
late afternoon, as she approached the urday in ’Belfast after seven months
door the hall light was flashed on in London, where Mr. Shea has been
and she was greatly surprised to find playing the role of Judge Nash, in
the family assembled to receive her, “The Trial of Mary Dugan.” While
and supper ready to serve. The table the play still is doing a rushing busi
presented a very pretty appearance, ness Mr. Shea was obliged to ask for
with a birthday cake apq candies, his release owing to the severity of
gin<l decorated with red leaves. The the English climate. Mr. Shea ac
•‘icasion was Mrs. Greene’s birthday. companied Mrs. Shea as far as Boston,
Piano, radio, victrola and vocal mu on her way to Belfast, remaining there
sic made the evening pass most en- for a visit with his brother, John Shea,
Joyably. Mrs. Greene received some and family in Cambridge, and will
nice presents.
join her the last of the week.

October 1 to October 6
x

Fall Exhibition and Sale of
New England’s Famous Ranges
Standard for Over 50 Years

SPECIAL opportunity to see the remarkable innovations that have done so much
_ __ to overcome the drudgery of housework. These modem ‘ Atlantics” meet the
viewpoint of the woman who knows what to demand in a thoroughly dependable
range. They are easy in operation, quick to respond, simple in draft conVol, economical
to purchase, known as fuel savers. They are truly wonderful for baking, general cooking,
boiling, broiling and abundance of hot water supply. And so easy to keep clean, with
their smooth rounded surfaces practically free of ornamentation. Beautiful and popular
grey porcelain enamel finishes—other colors on special order—brighten the kitchen and
require no blacking. C,There are hundreds of styles and combinations for coal, wood and gas to meet the utmost
demands of experienced housewives. Ask about our plan of financial accommodation.

<-MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY-*

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES TO BUYERS DURING ATLANTIC RANGE WEEK

PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO.
Foot Chestnut Street, Portland, Maine

FOR SALE BY

Manufactured by

Mail Catalogue of Atlantic Ranges and Free Booklet, ‘‘The
Secret of Better Baking.”

Portland Stove Foundry Co.

PORTLAND, MAINE
Town.

STONINGTON FURN. CO.
of ROCKLAND AND STONINGTON
115&118

ROWE-AMES

NEW YORK DEMONSTRATORS
Will be at my shop the week of October first, introducing the

IDEAL PERMANENT WAVE
Every wave guaranteed to give a perfect marcel effect—lovely loose
waves or ringlet ends. Make appointment early—phone 251-M.
Price 510.00

THE IDEAL BEAUTY SHOP

Oliver Rowe of Burgaw, N. C., quar’termasicr of the Steamship Belfast
and Miss Alice Ames of Rockland
, were married. Saturday evening at the
First Baptist parsonage by Rev. J
Charles MacDonald, the double ring
service being used. They were ac
companied by Miss Harriet E. Ames.
The couple will live in Rockland for
la short time, later moving to Winter.
J port.

507 MAIN STREET

PARK

DANCE

ONE OF THE PUBLIX THEATRES

EVERY

“WE AMERICANS”
with GEORGE SIDNEY

TODAY

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

at

WEDNESDAY

Columbia Pictures

'BlSISW

Owl’s Head Town Hall
lOOTtf

TAYLOR-LERMOND

115-lt

Of interest to Rockland friends is
the announcement that on Sept. 1st'
Mrs. Frank Thompson of Lewis
Mrs. Evelyn Hix and Miss Carrie at the Universalist parsonage. Rev.
ton is visiting her husband, who is Brainerd are in Boston for a visit C. A. Knickerbocker officiating.
day clerk at the Thorndike Hotel.
bf several weeks.
Marcellus M. Taylor and Hazel M.
Lermond both of Hope, were united
Mrs. Ralph Philbrook entertained
Mrs. A. W. Butler, formerly of this in marriage. The couple was attend
four tables of whist at her home city, sails from England next week, ed by members of the two families.
Friday evening in honor of Mrs. and will spend the winter with her Mr. and Mrs. Taylor are residing in
Ralph Calderwood (Bernice Magee) niece, Miss Ruth Cobb in St. Louis.
Hope for the present.
who was recently married. Prizes
were won by Mrs. Georgia Cross,
LONG TIME TO WAIT
Edward Gonia returned Sunday
Cera Davis, Mary Brown and Emma from Boston, accompanied by Mrs.
Harvey with consolation to Mrs. Gonia, who has been there a number But New England Is To Have Another
Total Eclipse of the Sun.
Harold Jackson. 'Lunch was served.
weeks.
.Mrs. Calderwood was presented with
The path of the next total eclipse of
one-half dozen each silver knives,
The engagement of John Burrows the sun, which will occur Aug. 31, 1933.
forks and spoons a gift from “the
Williams, jr.. a Colby student, and will enter the United States near
crowd."
Miss Lenora Edith Hall of Bangor is Richford, Vt., and pass out to sea at
announced.
The bride-to-be is a
Dudley F. Wolfe who has been daughter of Qliver L. Hall, editor of Povincetown. according to calcula
making d 10-days* visit at Warren the Bangor Commercial, and former tions by Prof. Willard and Prof. Jor
dan
the University of Maine.
ton, returned to Boston Saturday.
ly of this city.
The eclipse will originate near the
N rth Pole, according to the calcula
J. C. Perry entertained at dinner at
Dr. and Mrs. Emery B. Howard tion which were made through use
his home on North Main street Satiy- returned Sunday evening from a de of data provided by His Majesty’s
day evening for Dr. and Mrs. C. H. lightful motor trip to New York.
Nautical Almanac Office of London.
Jameson of Providence and Mr. and
Traveling in an easily direction, the
Mrs. Joseph Brewster as honor guests.
Mrs. Berta Rose was hostess at her path of the eclipse will cross Ver
Cards and music were enjoyed. Mr. Crescent Beach cottage Monday en mont and New Hampshire diagonally,
Perry’s other guests were Mr. and tertaining her Auction Club.
will strike the Atlantic Coasts at
Mrs. Louis J. Hary, Mr. and Mrs.
Hampton, N. IL. and proceed to NewStandish Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Dr. and Mrs. John C. Stanton of 'burvport, Gloucester and ProvinceMontgomery. Mrs. Dorothy Waite and Danvers, Mass., spent the weekend town.
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Chandler, all of with Mrs. Stanton’s sister, Mrs. Har
The region in which the face of the
Camden.
vey Crowley, enroute to the White sun will/ be totally covered by the
Mountains and Canada.
moon will extend about 40 or 50 miles
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Berry, 2d and Mr.
on either side of the path. Thus while
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
W.
Esterbrook
and Mrs. Samuel Levy entertained in
the central path as shown in the
and
children
Arlene,
Gerald
and
a delightful manner last evening at
Maim scientists’ chart enters New
Dean,
who
have
been
visiting
Mrs.
Community Sweet Shop. A steak din
Hampshire north of Woodsville and
ner was served to the 20 guests. The 6. F. Dow and Mrs. Harry Moore. leaves it south of Portsmouth, the
10
Bunker
street
have
returned
to
feature of the evening was a miscel
total eclipse will he visible in both
their home in Bangor.
laneous shower for Mrs. Levy.
Po’-t mouth and Woodsville.
‘A total solar eclipse is always an
Mrs.
Oliver
F.
Hills
has
returned
interesting phenomenon,” says a
Richard, son of Mr. and Mrs II. H.
from
a
visit
in
Boston
and
Fall
statement issued by Professors \ViiWaldron underwent an appendicitis
iard and Jordan. “The swiftness with
operation Saturday at Knox Hos River.
which the ^shadow approaches is
pital.
Miss Elizabeth Morey leaves today startling. The shadows of objects as
for Boston, after spending a month's sume peculiar forms and the images
Mrs. Charles L. Munsey of Au vacation with her brothers, Charles
of the sun as shown through small
gusta is a guest of .Mrs. Percy L. Morey and E. J.‘ Morey.
openings between leaves of trees take
McPhee for several days.
on the shape of a crescent. On the
Mrs. O. E. Blackington is visiting instant of totality the corona and
Mrs. Clara T. Curtis is having her her daughter Mrs. Ruth Lancaster prominences become visible which in
annual vacation from E. C. Moran’s in New Britain, Conn.
dicates the tremendous activity that
insurance office.
Miss Dorothy
is continually present on the sola!
Blackington
resumed her duties
Mrs. Mary Coyne, Miss Mary surface. Since 1806 the only total
Monday after an enjoyable1 vacation Coyne, Mr. and Mrs. James Coyne solar eclipse that has been visible in
of two weeks.
and Jack Nethersford of Bangor New England is the one which took
were Sunday guests of Mrs. Coyne’s place in January 1925; and it will he
Walter Wood, who has been the niece. Mrs. Almon Young. Purchase a great many years before another
guest of his sister, Mrs. E. J. Morey, street.
total eclipse of the sun will he visible
returns to Somerville. Mass., today
in this direction. ’
and will he accompanied by his sis
Vora Nye and her room-mate
ter-in-law, Miss Elizabeth Morey Frances Rankin, of Camden motored
Chewing gum is hard to remove
who will spend the winter in Boston from Castine Friday to spend the from clothing, and sometimes leaves a
Mr. Wood improved his vacation hv weekend with relatives.
stain. Chewing gum usually contains
making a motor trip clear down to
a gum known as chicle, which has
the “jumping off place’ and across to
Capt. Nils Nelson who has been been boiled down, flavored and sweet
Fredericton, N. B., where he saw two spending the past three weeks with ened. Rosins of various kinds are
days of fine racing. He also visited his family has returned to Portland, sometimes used. A gum stain ran
Bar Harbor, but reached the eonclu
where he joins ihg barge Beaufort. uften he softened with egg white ami
sion that it would take a full week He goes to Portsmouth. N. H. to load then washed. Prolonged tieatment
to see everything of interest there with fertilizer for Savannah. Capt. with carbon tetrachloride is also sat
Before leaving for home he made a Nelson was accompanied by his son isfactory. as a rule, although it may
call at Knox Hospital upon Leonard Arnold who went on to Boston to be necessary to remove traces of
Hall of Charlestown, with whom he resume his studies at Wentworth In fugar by sponging with water at in
tervals.
has long been a close friend.
stitute.

of

Shirley Maso:i
William Collier, Jr.
Johnnie Walker

Ernie Adams

Fifty-seven different varieties of
love are shown in this comedy.

STRftNO
One of the Publix Theatres

TODAY
Norman Springer

FRANK CAPKA

HALHENRY
BANJO PHIENDS

—ALSO—

“DIZZY OLIVES”
PARAMOUNT COMEDY
PICTURES AND VAUDEVILLE

THURSDAY—

ARTISTS

12

12

Feature Picture—

-LAKEWOOD PLAYERSTel. Skowhegan 431. Mall Skowhegan. Each Evg at 8 Standard Time
Five Miles North of Skowhegan
THE HILARIOUSLY THRILLING COMEDY SUCCESS

“Broadway Daddies”
SHOWS
Matinee 2.00;

Evening 6.15, 8.20

WED.-THURS.-FRI.

“MARY’S OTHER
HUSBAND”
BY LARRY JOHNSON
YOU’LL LAUGH OVER IT FOR WEEKS TO COME
“THE JADE GOD”—FINAL OFFERING NEXT WEEK

Season Extended
One More Week
Will Close Oct. 6

Overnight Camps
with
Baths

Delicious Food
at the
Inn

Desiring to express our appreciation to the public who have so gen
erously patronized our dances since the erection of our Pavilion,
we have decided to show our gratitude by giving a

FREE DANCE

LOVE—
—on the wat.rs of Venice.
—in Parie ba! room, and boudoira.

SATURDAY EVENING, SEPT. 29

—in Arabian palace, and harems,

—in “Faiil !’’

With

PIONEER PAVILION

CHARLES FARRELL

EAST UNION, ME.

And

DANCE COMMITTEE.

115-lt

GRETA NISSEN

Every-Othcr-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 25, 1928.
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VISITED HERE

GLAD TO SEE “SIME"

100 YEARS AGO
»

THE REALM OF MUSIC

Boston Traveler Sails Up the St. Georges River and Lands
At the Home of Knox.

—

Hydraulions of Bristol, R. I.,
Have Open House For
Rockland Man.

The Eastern Bids You Welcome !

Gladys St. Clair Morgan
There comes to the desk of Tlie
Courier-Gazette, an interesting re
minder of far-off days, in the form
of a bound file of the Thomaston
Register for the year 1827. The an
cient volume is in fine state of pre
servation. but that was the time
v. hen paper was made from rags in
stead of the wood pulp of today, and
meh paper endures.
Reference to Eaton's History gives
tills information:
♦ * • •

K

“On the 17th day of May. 1S25. was
Issued the first number of the Thom
aston Register, the first weekly
newspaper ever established in this
t»wr. or anywhere in the old county
of Lincoln, east of Wiscasset. It was
got up chiefly by the friends and
Lcney of Mr. Ruggles, who entered
irto a three year's contract with
Edwin Moody of Hallowell, to print
the patter for $500 a year; whilst he
himself was to manage the editorial
department, furnish paper, and re
ceive all income. Esq. Prince, ac
cording to an agreement, immediate
ly commenced adding a new story to
his store at Mill River for the print
ing office: which, after an Ineffec
tual attempt to induce Moody to lo
cate in another place and under dif
ferent control, was taken, near the
office of Mr. Ruggles. The mechan
ical part of the paper was in gen
eral well executed with care and
correctness;: and the editorial, with
modest ability and with an apparent
freedom from party bias, until the
approach of the Presidential election
of 1828, when, under the editorial
rare of Mr. Cilley, it became a warm
political paper in support of Jackson's administration. In Sept. 1831,
Mr. Moody having lost his wife hy
consumption and concluding to re
move to New Hampshire, transferred
the establishment to Abner Knowles,
one of Ruggles's law students, who
had that season commenced practice
at Mill River village. The paper was
continued hy him under the name of
Independent Journal, and printed by
Wm. S. Tyler, assisted hy his fel
low apprentice under Moody. H. P.
Coombs, till tlie spring of 1832. when
the establishment was sold out to
Geo. W. Nichols and brother.”
••••
The Courier-Gazette does not
know how long the Recorder and its
successor had existence, but the
spati of its years was not an extend
ed one. The file now alluded to is
of its second year, a five-column
sheet of four pages, containing no
word of local news and but little ad
vertising, its contents made up of
general world news and national pol
itics. with some selections of literary
miscellany. Among the advertise
ments is that of a Portland lottery
of which H. Knox was the Thomas
ton agent. He was the son of Gen
eral Knox, and lived in the house the
General built for him opposite the
head of Wadsworth street, now
owned by Mrs. Tillle Oxton. The
one article found In the pages that
carries any suggestion of local inter
est apitears under date of Oct. 3,
1829. reprinted from the "New Eng
land Galaxy," the story of a con
tributor who a century ago adven
tured into these remote down east
regions.
The writer, who signs
himself. "S. Y." relates as follows
the story of his travels that brought
him Into that part of Lincoln county
which later was given the name of
Knox. The heading given to it is

about seven miles further up the
river. The local' situation of this
town is th? pleasantest I have ever
seen. The inhabitants in general are
wealthy, industrious tampers: and
the land is very fertile. By the side
of almost every house I passed, was
a small shop for making lime-casks,
immense numbers of which are car
ried from all the neighboring towns

Allusion has previously been made
at length In this column to the movement inaugurated the present year
the birthplace of
at Farmington.
Lillian Xordiea, to create out of the
house in which she was born a
memorial lo the noted Maine singer.

to Thomaston. The town contains no i The literature issued by the commit-

settled clergyman—it has 3 meeting tee (n the connection is interesting
In,uses, and front what was said. I and is here reproduced in full, the
may infer the truth of the remark illustrations being furnished this
that in many country villages, pure
religion is in the inverse ratio to the
number of meetinghouses.
1 took a different course and went
next to Waldoboro' a distance of
eleven miles. This town was settled
principally by Germans about the
middle of the last century. It is a
pleasant village, and trades mostly
jn iunl|,er. The Inhabitants, principally descendants of the early set
tlers. are hardy, industrious, and
neat: and it is not uncommon to
find the women engaged in labours
of husbandry: the German language
is now frequently used, particularly
by the older people.
Besides an
Orthodox meeting-house, there is
one for Germans, in wh|ch the settled
clergyman. I was told, preached one
third of the time in the German
language.
* * * *

Years ago there was a very pleas
ant exchange of courtesies and visits
on the part of the Hydraulion Engine
master at the piano. The father was & Hose Co. of Bristol, R. I. and Ameria born muslqian and the violin was pug
&
Co Qf thjg cUy
his delight. With such a background
it was not strange that at an early
was a 'on* ,lme ak°- 1)111 the
age Lillian developed a voice so much friendships then created have never
above the ordinary that it attracted been permitted to lapse, and when an
the attention of many triends of the z\merjcnn memtier visits Rristol or a
family and later led to her musical ....
,
,, , ,
education. Following some private Hydraulion member visits Rockland
lessons, she entered the New England (
*s stne ot a very cordial welcome.
Conservatory of Music, her first in- ; An instance of this is shown in the
following clipping from the Sept. 21
issue of the Bristol Phoenix:

That the mutual fraternal friend
ship existing between members of the
Hydraulion Engine and Hose Com
pany of this town and the Americus
Hook and ladder Company of Rock
land, Me., inculcated nearly a quarter
of a century ago when those two or
ganizations began their visitations to
each other is still in evidence, was
manifested Wednesday evening when
a good old fashioned hearty welcome
was accorded Lieut. Simon K. Hart
of the Americus Company at the Hy
draulions' station, corner of Franklin
and High streets.
Lieut. Hart, accompanied by Mrs.
Hart and their son-in-law and daugh
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Jameson, and I
their granddaughter. Mary Stockbridge, has been on a motor trip for
the past week, and unresistingly made
Bristol one of the special points of in
I tarried here through the night.
terest to be visited on the trip.
& was routed at an early hour in the
Word was passed around among the
morning—took the stage: travelled
members of the Hydraulion Company
along a very hilly road, through two
that Lieut. Hart was in town and it
or three small villages, and by a few
was not long before there were two
pleasant country seats, to Wiscasset,
dozen or more of the Hydraulions at
twenty miles. This was formerly
the station to renew the old-time wel
a thriving place, but as soon as the
come and greetings to Lieut. Hart.
lumber in the vicinity was exported,
For several hours he was kept busy
it began to decay and has continued
answering questions as to the where
to ever since.
abouts of other present and former
(Here our traveller gives an ac
members of the Americus Company
count of the continuation of his tour
and other residents of the Maine city
through Bath. Brunswick and up the
who are fondly remembered by the
Kennebec, thence to Belfast, and his
Hydraulions for their hospitality. It
return to Thomaston, of which he
seemed, for a time as though the Hy
speaks as follows:)
draulions were seeking and receiving
Thomaston is the most flourishing
from “Sime,” as he is lovably known,
town in the State, and has every
all of the “news from the folks down
pi ospect of being a large place. Its
home.’’ It, was like a family reunion
principal exports are lime in im
There was. however, in addition to the
mense quantities, and marble.—Some
inquiries denoting the kindly interest
mornings, fifty and sixty loads, each
in the Rockland laddies, a season of
containing sixty or more lime casks
merrymaking with songs and piano
are in the market, which are pur
selections by the members. During
chased for thirty-three cents apiece.
the evening a collation was provided
These are filled with lime and ex
hy the entertainment committee.
ported in every direction. There are
It is a number of years since Lieut.
Taken At the Birthplace Duri ng Nordica’s Last Visit in 1911
two mills for the manufacture of
Hart visited Bristol. He said Wed
marble, and rock is so plenty, that it
nesday night that he has a longing
can never fail. Every thing seems paper by Henry P. White, editor of structor being John O’Neil, and under
see the “boys' when he Is away from
to favor the existence of seacoal in the Franklin Journal, who is one of him she appeared in a pupils’ recital them for a time, but his business in
this place—probably the ground has the energetic workers for the memo in 1876. when she sang Leonora’s terests prevent him from carrying out
never been bored deep enough to rial.
first Aria from II Trovatore. While in his desires.
leach it. This place is well known
* • * *
the Conservatory, Madame Tiatjens.
as the residence of the late General
For more than a half score of dramatic soprano, then in the height
B. K. KALLOCH
Knox. His mansion is builr on a years the birthplace of Lillian Nor- of her fame, discovered Lillian's
point of land formed by the bend >f ton was untenanted and abandoned, marvelous voice and in turn introthe river.
a small creek. & is the In 1927 the Farmington Chamber of duced her to Madame Maretzek. who Was Dean of Knox County
pleasantest situation
imaginable. Commerce decided that something ( coached her in twenty roles, laying
Bar and Held Important
But its former glory is gone. Ail the must be done to safeguard the prop- a tine foundation for her splendid
works of taste, and almost every erty and got an option from the heirs career.
Offices.
thing connected with it. which made for its purchase. A committee was
“She was the first singer to he
it the admiration of every one. have appointed and through it The Nordica heard in the new Trocadero in Paris.
Bradford K. Kalloch, who recently
crumbled or suffered violence. His Memorial Association was formed The famous bandmaster P. S. Gilmore
tomb is a short distance, south-east and steps taken to raise the neces- took her to Europe, where she sang died in Perth Amboy. N. J., was the
from the house, among a few dying sarv funds for the purchase of the I twice a day at seventy-eight concerts, dean of the Knox bar, having been
evergreen trees, which speak plainly estate of some 115 acres and the res- In Milan. Sangiovanni fitted her for admitted to practice law April 6.
of the ruin of all about them. This toration of the house that had fallen the stage and she made her debut in 1865. He read law in the office of
same point of land is remarkable into a lamentable condition. Funds La Traviata at Brescia. Italy. April 30, Hon. A. P. Gould of Thomaston, and
also, as being the spot on which a have come in slowly from all parts 1879. Later immediate engagements for many years practiced his profes
severe skirmish took place between of the country. Work was started as included that at St. Petersburg in sion in Thomaston and Rockland. He
the English, & French and Indians. early in the spring of 1928 as the . 1880; Paris Grand Opera House in was a good lawyer and a fluent ora
This town contains the State Prison, ■weather would permit and continued ’ 1882 in Faust; Academy of Music, tor and stood well in a profession
which is situated on a hill of lime as funds accumulated. It is the hope j New York. Nov. 26, 1883, as Mar- that had at that time in active prac
rock. at one end of the village. The of the trustees that small subscrip- guerite in Faust; London. March 12, tice many able men, against whom he
prisoners have been much employed tions from many individuals will 1887. She then sang for six seasons was pitted.
He was the son of Fullerton and
in blowing and removing it, so that make possible its full restoration and with the de Reszkes. She was the
they will soon be able to accommo occupancy at an early date. It is tirst American woman asked to sing Mary Drake Kalloch and was born
A Trip Eastward
Aug. 28, 1839 at St. George, and at
date themselves with a very excel
Mr. Editor.—We set sail from Bo«- lent yard, whose sides shall be of beautifully situated, commanding a at the Bayreuth Festival, German the time of his death was in his 90th
panoramic
view
of
the
Sandy
River
opera
houses
then
were
open
to
her
year. He was descended from Fint<»!, for Thomaston. Maine, situated solid perpendicular rock.
and mountains beyond. It lies about and there was great surprise at a
m the river St. George, about eight
We sailed from Thomaston, and 2% miles north of Farmington village , soprano who could sing Wagnerian ley Kalloch who was one of the ori
een miles from its mouth. In the after a long unpleasant passage, we
ginal settlers of Warren. He taught
course of fifty hours we entered the arrived at Boston; and never was I and may be reached over a smooth | role in tune. Nordica’s association school for a time and learned the
river We sailed eight or ten miles,
ship carpenter’s trade at which he
more rejoiced to set my foot on
when the village, fronted hy the
worked at intervals.
shore, than when I landed unmolest
mansion of the late revolutionary
A Democrat in politics he had held
ed, at Central Wharf.
General Henry Knox, situated on the
many positions of honor and trust
* ***
l.end of the river, opened in full
in public life. Among them he rep
[The bound file to which above
view. It was a beautiful Sabbath reference is mado was lately found
resented Thomaston in the Legisla
ture, and served a time as Regis
afternoon—the scenery on the hanks in the attic of an old house in New
was fine; and after the inquietude Hampshire, was loaned hy its owner
ter of Probate of Knox County.
created hy sea-sickness, everything to Harry C. Moody of Thomaston
During the Cleveland administration
he was deputy collector of customs
scented to have doubled its charms. and Boston, and by Mr. Moody was
at Rockland, and had also served as
A fine season and place for contem brought to the attention of The Cou
county attorney of Knox County.
plation. thought I. as we rapldlv rier-Gazette. We hope its ultimate
He became a Greenbacker in politics
sailed towards the village at the up destination may he the Thomaston
when that party was a factor in the
per end of which we shortly camp In Public Library.—Ed.]
affairs of this State, and was nom
archor. The first thing I noticed
inated as their candidate for Con
was the boys and young men on the
MADE RAPID STRIDES
gress from this district, being defeat
wharf to watch tlte disembarkation
ed at the polls by the Republican
of gentlemen and ladies front tlie
Prcf. Crawford Gives Maine Fine
nominee.
deck of the vessel, which owing to
Compliment on Road Building.
He recently visited Rockland and
the state of the tide, was at that
renewed some of his old acquaint
time six or eight feet at least, above
F. C. Crawford, professor of Poli
ances. He moved to New Jersey sev
tlte wharf.
Amid
this throng,
tical Science in the School of Citi
eral years ago and is said to have en
dressed in our sea-clothes, and as
zenship and Public Affairs at Syra
gaged in his old trade of shipbuilding
comfortably unclean as is usual after
cuse University. Syracuse, X. Y.. at
until old age compelled his retire
a dirty voyage, we all made our way. a highway conference at the St4fe
Birthplace of Nordica
ment.
hiding our faces as well as we could,
House in Augusta Thursday declared
He is survived by a daughter,
in order to avoid the effects of a very
that the State of Maine has made dirt road. The trustees invite you «"ith the Metropolitan Opera House Charlotte B. Kalloch of Taunton,
scrutinizing spirit which seemed lo
more rapid strides in high construc to visit the spot and if this little story , during the latter half of ihe tdl's lent Mass.
prevail among the spectators. W
tion in the last four years than al of’the life of Maine's unlv great oper- !>'*'er <•> lllat galaxy of artists, not
put up at the first place we found,
most any other state of the union.
atie singer and on., of the country's
.nee duplicated in any opera house
ELLSWORTH PLEASED
which proved to he a hoarding house
“In 1924 the state accepted the of greatest appeals to you. ask that Ia n»«ter ,hal included Sembrich
kept by a widow woman, whose hus- fer of the {Bureau of iPublic Roads
VO,
I donate for ils restoration and I Melba. Calve. Sehumann-Heink, Jean
The new $125,000 passenger and
hand died in the army during the of the V. iS. Department of Agricul
late war. After itaving been accom ture and made a complete survey upkeep in sums small or large, as ' and Eduard de Reszke. Maurel. Cam freight station of th* Maine Central
mav be within your means."
\ par-ari. I’.lancon and Blspham. Her Railroad in Ellsworth was dedicated
modated with rooms and other nec of the road system,” continued Prof.
rules in opera ranged from those of Thursday by officials of the city and
essaries. to perform what was neces Crawford.
Wagnerian heroines to tho e in Aida the railroad. The key to the station
sary after our voyage, and having
“It was wisdom to do this for the
The committee's statement under! Trovatore and Traviata.
In later was presented to Mayor Lewis Hodg
made a pretty good use of them, wc building of your fine system of high
the caption "Aims and Purposes .,f : years sht sang less in opera and more kins after which a reception was
sat down, with heads swimming, and ways has been and will be done ah»ng
Xordiea 'Memorial Association reads in concerts. An honor of til n time given the railroad men hy th’' towns
tatdes ahd chairs rocking, to a very- the lines of this scientific survey.”
as follows;
was ),er participation in the opening people in appreciation of the new
line supper prepared in Just the style
“Front the quaintly papered walls of the Boston Opera House, when sh
service.
to .- uit our state of feeling. After
A woman’s husband generally is
Construction of the station which
tea, my companions and myself took merely a windfall and no criterion of of the little Maine farmhouse in the sang In La Gioeunda. Another wa
leave, having become considerably her taste in gentlemen,” says a Sandy River Valley is a long way to the presentation of a t.ara of 233 is of brick, and the freight yard was
tlie vast-domed auditoriums of tne j diamonds.
started last June. Because of the
interested in each other, on account woman writer.
Grand Opera Houses of Europe, and !
"In the Fall of 1913 she began
large area now covered, the railroad
of our situation during our voyage,
’And they call America the land of yet such a journey did Lillian Norton concert tour and her reception while will- be able to handle traffic with
and the misfortune attending our free speech.” said the disgusted Scot
landing. I shall defer any further when the telephone operator told him take. Born in Farmington in the ! on the way to the Pacific "oast wa greater facility. Provisions for tho
family home, commanding a panor-' most gratifying. At Honolulu site and parking of cars in the station yard
account of Thomaston at present.
to put a nickel in the box.—Montreal antic view of intervale, hills and her company met with an ovation
have also been made.
The sun being one or two hours Star.
mountains, she was the sixth child and in the larger cities of Austrtlia
high, I walked on towards Warren.
of Edwin and Amanda Allen Norton Ihey were met with acclaim. Nordica
I had gone hut two or three miles,
as in all respects the greatest dra
and saw the light on December 12. . receiving many courtesies from peo
when I saw a large congregation at
1857. She was of a goodly heritage, l'le of prominence.
Before leaving matic soprano the world had known.
a schoolhouse probably just released
her paternal great-grandfather being Australia she became ill and friend Critics agree that she possessed a
frotr. a religious meeting.
About
Peter Nort in of Revolutionary re- tried to 41i suade her from continuing voice of liquid purity, exceptional
thirty gentlemen gazed at me with
nown and a native of Edgartown. the tour, hut she was insistent on range and magnificent power. These
very great interest from the time I
M , -. The mother was tlte eldest of j keeping iter engagements and sailed combined with a charming peronality,
was within twenty rods till I passed
four children of the famous Camp- | ”n the S. S. Tasman. In the Guif of rare dramatic gift and an obsession
them and was fairly out of sight.
meeting John Allen, well known not Papua on the 27tli of December the for patient study, enabled her to win
No one. who lias not experienced, can
only as an earnest expounder of , Tasman ran on a reef and it was success in a most exacting profession
imagine tlie pleasure of being thus No rouge, No lip stick
and to hold the popular favor for a
stared at by mote than thirty Can begin to reproduce the lovely natural Methodism, but as a wit. whose ready j with the greatest diltieulty that aJI
repartee was a thorn in the flesh of Passengers were safely landed on longer period than almost any other
strangers.
color, the bright eyes, the clear skin and
Thursday Island. There Nordica was singer of our times. Scarcely can
Warren Is situat' d at the head of complexion of good health, which means antagonists.
“When Lillian was six years of age, taken seriously ill with pneumonia there be found in any civilized
the tide-waters on tlie St. George— good digestion.— Get lots of outdoor exer
avoid rich food and sweets, and above her parents moved to Boston, and in and it was not until the 14th of March country a corner into which at the
about six miles from Thomaston. It cise,
all avoid constipation by the regular uro of the
that she was able to continue her time of her death her fame had not
le considerably pleasant village con good o'.d reliable, “L. F.” Atwood's Medicine— that city she received her education.
Her mother was a woman of rare, journey to Batavia. Java, where she penetrated and where her name was
taining a courthouse and a very re GO doses 50c; trial size 15c at all dealers.
not synonymous with everything that
character, of artistic temperament, passed away May 10. 1914
spectable Academy.
L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me. ta.d an «iS£ll£Bt voice and
’ Nordica was regarded ip
tip»e b Upe ip vocal art,”
A

Ruddy glow

To the boys and girls of the Knox and Lincoln 4-H
Clubs and those accompanying them to next Satur
day’s convention the Eastern Furniture Co. offers all
the courtesies of its great store.
Come in and rest or utilize the store facilities as
you will with no necessity of buying. Look around
its many departments, see the many improvements
just made and inspect its huge stock of home fur
nishings.

KPUWNITURB COMPANY
(Successors to V. F. Studley, Inc.)

Because She’s Joined!
EASTERN’S

KINEO

&

CLUB
Smiles in f e Kitchen!I

Smiles

at the Table!

When a Kineo Helps the Cook

KINEOS SAVE MONEY!
You

The beautiful heavy casting will wear a lifetime.

will burn much less coal, because the patent damper and
splendid construction allows no escape of heat, and all parts
are easily and economically replaced.

KINEOS SAVE HEALTH!
They save the cook’s time, nerves and strength.

Delivers
a Kineo to your home.
Balance $2.00 weekly
Free Delivery

Every

thing she makes is cooked perfectly. Everything the family
eats is delicious.

Kineos mean good food.

Join Maine’s Happ’.est Crib

DINNER

at Maim’s M^t Pi>?zi!g7
Store.! Joinlodcy!

SET
A beautifully decorated, semiporcelain dinner set, of the
sort which never sells for less

than $15 will be given free,

with each Kineo.

See All the

Kineo Models!
Wo

Kineo

show

styles

for

Ranges in

every

kitchen.

You'll admire the marvelous
convenience of the different
Prices

models.

for

other

ranges arc $89. $98, $115, $135.

For
Star Kineo
Club Price

Beautiful
Star Kineo

15 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We deliver a Kineo to your kitchen. You use it fifteen

days

just as if it were your own. Put it to every possible test.
We assume all risk and all expense,

if you are not

satisfied at the end of the 15 d.'ij*, we will remove
the runge and you pay nothing.

Eastern
Furniture
Company,
Rockland, Maine

Gentlemen: —
I enclose $5 deposit
on Star Kineo range
exactly
as
pictured
above, complete with shelf
at your reduced Friendship
Club price of $65, freight
prepaid. If after 15 days free
trial I am perfectly satisfied with
Star Kineo, I will begin paying $2
weekly until fully paid. Otherwise
will return the range at your ex
pense, and you are to refund my $5
deposit.

We make this
Name .....

broad offer because Eastern's wants only

4

Address .....

satisfied customers.

Your Old Range Taken in Pari Payment

of good health.

The next (pwt) J veiled was Union,

FURNITURE COMPANY, Rockland,

279-283 MAIN ST. FREE DELIVERY

